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Abstract

This dissertation suggests and partially demonstrates that it is feasible to retrofit real privilege separation within commodity operating systems by “nesting” a small memory management protection domain inside a monolithic kernel’s single-address space: all the while allowing both domains to operate at the same hardware privilege level. This dissertation also demonstrates a microarchitectural return-integrity protection domain that efficiently asserts dynamic “return-to-sender” semantics for all operating system return control-flow operations. Employing these protection domains, we provide mitigations to large classes of kernel attacks such as code injection and return-oriented programming and deploy information protection policies that are not feasible with existing systems.

Operating systems form the foundation of information protection in multiprogramming environments. Unfortunately, today’s commodity operating systems employ monolithic kernel design, where any single exploit in the vast code base undermines all information protection in the system because all kernel code operates with full supervisor privileges, meaning that even perfectly secure applications are vulnerable.

This dissertation explores an approach that retrofits fundamental information protection design principles into commodity monolithic operating systems, the aim of which is a micro-evolution of commodity system design that incrementally decomposes monolithic operating systems from the ground up, thereby applying microkernel-like security properties for billions of users worldwide. The key contribution is the creation of a new operating system organization, the Nested Kernel Architecture, which "nests" a new, efficient intra-kernel memory isolation mechanism into a traditional monolithic operating system design. Using the Nested Kernel Architecture we introduce write-protection services for kernel developers to deploy security policies in ways not possible in current systems—while greatly reducing the trusted computing base—and demonstrate the value of these services by deploying three special data protection policies.

Overall, the Nested Kernel Architecture demonstrates practical in-place protections that require only minor code modifications with minimal runtime overheads.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Commodity, monolithic operating systems are trusted by billions of users worldwide to perform safety and security critical operations. Not only are operating systems implicitly trusted by users to accomplish tasks such as banking, email, and taxes, they are also trusted for highly sensitive operations such as vehicle control (Mashable, 2015; Linux Foundation, 2015), home automation (Dixon et al., 2012), applying medication in health care settings (Baker, 2012; Herold, 2011), or managing the United States critical infrastructure (Auerswald et al., 2008).

Unfortunately, due to their large code size, use of a memory and type unsafe language, complex nature of operation, and poor fault isolation, commodity monolithic operating systems are susceptible to attack (Tanenbaum et al., 2006). Researchers have estimated that monolithic operating systems have between 16 to 75 bugs for every 1000 lines of code (Basili and Perricone, 1984; Ostrand and Weyuker, 2002). Findings also suggest that device drivers, which typically represent 75% of kernel code, have bug rates 3 to 5 times higher than mature kernel code (Chou et al., 2001; Tanenbaum et al., 2006). And yet more recent work shows that the core operating system is exploitable as well (Kemerlis et al., 2014; sqrrkkyu, 2007; Perla and Oldani, 2010; Argyroudis and Glynos, 2011; argp and Karl, 2009). Given a conservative estimate a typical commodity monolithic operating system with approximately 20 million lines of code will have 320 thousand bugs, a subset of which are exploitable by attackers as vulnerabilities.

The types of exploits operating systems suffer from include traditional problems associated with any type unsafe languages: uninitialized or corrupted pointer dereferences, memory safety errors, integer overflows, race conditions, logic bugs, and return-oriented programming all of which lead to the system performing unintended operations (Szekeres et al., 2013; Perla and Oldani, 2010). These vulnerabilities have led to several real world commodity monolithic operating system exploits (Argyroudis, 2010; LMH, 2006; Apple Computer, Inc., 2005; Microsystems, 2003; Starzetz and Purczyński, 2004; Guninski, 2005; Starzetz, 2004; Starzetz and Purczyński, 2004; van Sprundel; BID, 2014; Cook, 2013a,b; Sowa, 2013).

Once a commodity monolithic operating system is breached, such as in Windows, Linux, or Mac OS X, the attacker has full system privileges, thereby eliminating all information protection guarantees the system may have had, including for otherwise absolutely secure applications. The
primary goal of the attacker at this stage, is to use supervisor privileges to perform unauthorized operations and persist in the system. Attacks of this nature, called kernel rootkits in general, seek to violate any of the integrity, confidentiality, or availability such as stealing passwords and secret data in the system. Rootkits also commonly target modifying memory resident data to surreptitiously coexist with legitimate system computation for as long as possible (Kong, 2007). The end result is an infiltrated system with perpetrators that are hard to distinguish amongst the large and complex legitimate operations of the kernel.

An additional threat to monolithic operating systems includes the direct installation of compromised code, either as inserted by malicious insider threats or by installing code as requested in phishing attacks (Dhamija et al., 2006; Falliere et al., 2011). The Linux kernel in one release alone had over 1400 different people commit code, which makes it intractable to evaluate the trustworthiness of the resultant operating system: if only one of these developers is rogue then the whole system is compromised. Similarly, phishing attacks can inject and install malicious code into running operating system kernels, which make prevention extremely challenging assuming that end users may not make the most security conscientious decisions.

The fundamental issue is that popular and widely used commodity operating systems employ a monolithic design, which directly violates all the best known principled design considerations for the most important component in our software stacks. One way to address the security problems of commodity operating systems is to employ an alternative more safe design. Microkernel operating system design satisfies the constraints that are desirable of an information protection system: principled design with a simple and small trusted computing base. However, despite the fact that microkernels are in the midst of a renaissance, with great strides in design, implementation, performance, and even formal verification, the truth remains that commodity monolithic operating systems will not be supplanted overnight due to two key factors: 1) the vast number of deployed devices and 2) the longterm investment in these operating systems that has been estimated at over 5 Billion dollars for Linux (Licquia and McPherson, 2016), which leads to highly tested and stable systems. Therefore, an attractive way, for the near term, is to ensure better security and protection of user information by retrofitting separation and protection into existing monolithic operating systems. This dissertation addresses the fundamental design flaw of monolithic operating system by reorganizing various elements of monolithic operating systems to impose small abstraction changes that restrict access to critical information resources.

Overall, it is paramount that monolithic operating systems be enhanced so that we are not reliant on what has been shown and continues to be an exploitable yet assumed trusted base of operations. If we can identify methods for mitigating external attacks and restricting the damage that can be done by persistent kernel level threats then we can provide greater information assurance for billions of users worldwide.
1.1 The Challenge of Separation in Monolithic Operating Systems

Critical information protection design principles, e.g., fail-safe defaults, complete mediation, least privilege, and least common mechanism (Saltzer and Schroeder, 1975; Saltzer, 1974; Organick, 1972), have been well known for several decades. Unfortunately, commodity monolithic operating systems, like Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and FreeBSD, lack sufficient protection mechanisms with which to adhere to these design principles. As a result, these operating system kernels define and store access control policies in main memory which any code executing within the kernel can modify. The impact of this default, shared-everything environment is that the entirety of the kernel, including potentially buggy device drivers (Chou et al., 2001), forms a single large trusted computing base (TCB) for all applications on the system. An exploit of any part of the kernel allows complete access to all memory and resources on the system. Consequently, commodity operating systems have been susceptible to a range of kernel malware (Kong, 2007) and memory corruption attacks (argp and Karl, 2009). Even systems employing features such as non-executable pages, supervisor-mode access prevention, and supervisor-mode execution protection are susceptible to both user level attacks (Kemerlis et al., 2014) and kernel level threats that directly disable these protections.

There are two primary methods for defending against such attacks: 1) hardening of the kernel to memory corruption and 2) containing attacks that succeed. For external entry point attacks the challenge is that critical control-flow data, i.e., data used in controlling the execution of the system, is directly modifiable via common and powerful memory corruption exploits. This means that to thwart attacks, protection must be inserted to stop memory corruption or at least minimally protect control-flow data. With respect to attack containment and insider threats there is absolutely zero separation and therefore no protection at all: so once the compromise occurs all security is compromised.

One way to address the problem of attack containment is to decompose the single monolithic system; in other words, compartmentalize the system to reduce the amount of components that must be trusted for any particular operation to be secure. Compartmentalization has the effect of minimizing the trusted computing base (TCB) while applying the principles of privilege separation and least privilege (Saltzer and Schroeder, 1975; Lampson, 1974; Lampson et al., 1991; Lampson, 1971; Graham, 1968; Dijkstra, 1968). By partitioning the system and enforcing isolation between subsystems, errors can only impact operations of the containing subsystem, and therefore minimize the potential for both full system compromise and reliability failures. The technique of compartmentalization and privilege separation has not only been suggested as fundamental to the protection of information in computers but has also been used to protect information outside of computers as exemplified by military “need-to-know” access controls (formalized for use in computing systems Bell
and LaPadula (1973) and Denning (1976)) and by the Byzantine empire to hide information on its state of the art weapons, “Byzantines compartmentalized knowledge of their system so that no one likely to fall into enemy hands would carry more than a fraction of the secret” (Roland, 1992).

Protection refers to the mechanisms and methods that control access between threads of execution, called principles, to stored information including CPU, memory, and device state; a definition informed by seminal operating systems research from the 1960s and 1970s (Graham, 1968; Dijkstra, 1968; Needham, 1972; Saltzer and Schroeder, 1975; Lampson, 1974; Popek and Kline, 1975; Rushby, 1981). Protection can be enforced by any number of mechanisms such as virtualization hardware as used in paging or segmentation, software fault isolation (Wahbe et al., 1993), or hardware privilege levels (Graham, 1968; Schroeder and Saltzer, 1972). Regardless of mechanism, the goal of information protection systems is to isolate the computation and data of mutually distrusting principles so that the security triumvirate of confidentiality, integrity, and availability are upheld. Traditionally, protection is configured and enforced by the system supervisor, i.e., the operating system; however, this approach does not work when the system being protected is the same system that manages the protection system.

Fundamental to enforcing any type of protection in computing systems is the complete separation of the protection mechanisms from the system being protected, or as defined by Saltzer and Schroeder the fundamental design principle of complete mediation, “Every access to every object must be checked for authority.” (Saltzer and Schroeder, 1975). If the protection mechanism is not fully separated from the general system then it cannot guarantee separation of malicious kernel principles. Therefore, to defend against memory corruption as well as compartmentalize commodity monolithic operating systems an isolated protection mechanism must be employed that is separated from and able to enforce complete mediation on the rest of the system.

Unfortunately, all known protection mechanisms are unsuitable for enforcing intra-kernel protection domains in commodity monolithic operating systems. Microkernels (Tanenbaum et al., 2006; Accetta et al., 1986; Liedtke, 1995; Bershad et al., 1995; Klein et al., 2009; Shapiro et al., 1999) and virtual machine monitors (VMMs) (Xiong and Liu, 2013; Xu et al., 2007; Criswell et al., 2009; Payne et al., 2008; Sharif et al., 2009) employ the combination of separate address spaces and multiple hardware privilege levels to enforce privilege separation. Although microkernels present a more secure design than monolithic operating systems they eschew monolithic operating system design and therefore will not reduce the threat. VMMs suffer from both performance issues and a lack of semantic knowledge at the OS level to transparently support protection easily; also, generating semantic knowledge has been shown to be circumventable (Bahram et al., 2010).

Another technique to split existing commodity operating systems into multiple protection domains uses memory virtualization only, e.g., page protections (Swift et al., 2005). Even though these systems partition monolithic operating systems they only provide reliability because they do not isolate the protection mechanism itself, and therefore are susceptible to an attacker that
bypasses the protection system by adding unmediated virtual address translations.

Tagged memory architectures support fine-grained word level memory protections (Witchel, 2004; Witchel et al., 2005; Zeldovich et al., 2008). These system modify processor design to add memory tagging architecture framework that operates similar to traditional paging based virtualization. Despite reducing the TCB, these approaches modify the hardware making them not applicable for securing today’s commodity monolithic operating systems.

Alternatively, several approaches use software fault isolation (SFI) to create intra-kernel protection domains for securing device drivers (Erlingsson et al., 2006; Mao et al., 2011; Castro et al., 2009); however, they incur high overhead and continue to trust “core” kernel code, which may not be all that trustworthy (argp and Karl, 2009; Criswell et al., 2007, 2009).

In addition to an isolated protection mechanism, privilege separation also requires other essential and challenging features for enforcing isolation between principles in a single-address space system:

- trusted usage of protected submodules,
- authorization for principle and domain identification,
- control of entry points (Saltzer and Schroeder, 1975; Lampson, 1974; Witchel et al., 2005),
- and privilege separation that can be feasibly retrofitted to monolithic kernels.

Protected submodules are shared code that can be called as services, and therefore must be able to operate on data given by one protection domain and provide safety and performance. Authorization is required so that the system can enforce meaningful controls on memory and system access as well as controlled entry points. Entry points are critical so that an attacker cannot violate another modules computation by directly bypassing some amount of its code. Lastly, we must be able to retrofit legacy operating systems so that the approach can be directly applied where it is most needed, commodity monolithic operating systems. In this work we primarily focus on the development of an isolated mediation mechanism, controlled entry and exit into a small subset of kernel code, and retrofitting into a commodity monolithic operating system.

**Research Question:** In summary, the fundamental research question that this dissertation addresses is how to retrofit efficient protection mechanisms and explicit intra-kernel separation abstractions into commodity monolithic operating systems design and implementation with minimal code changes and runtime overheads? This dissertation addresses this question through a general purpose new operating system architecture called the Nested Kernel and a specialized microarchitectural return integrity mechanism called SecRet to efficiently mitigate challenging operating system attacks.
1.2 General Purpose Protection: The Nested Kernel Architecture

To address the lack of protection mechanism that can be employed for intra-kernel memory protections, we present a new operating system organization, the Nested Kernel Architecture, which restricts MMU control to a small subset of kernel code, effectively “nesting” a memory protection domain within the larger kernel. The key design feature in the Nested Kernel Architecture is that a very small portion of the kernel code and data operate within an isolated environment called the

**nested kernel**; the rest of the kernel, called the **outer kernel**, is untrusted. The Nested Kernel Architecture can be incorporated into an existing monolithic commodity kernel through a minimal reorganization of the kernel design, as we demonstrate using FreeBSD 9.0. The nested kernel isolates and mediates modifications to itself and other protected memory by 1) configuring the MMU such that all mappings to protected pages (minimally the page-table pages (PTPs)) are read-only, and 2) ensuring that those policies are enforced at runtime while the untrusted code is operating.

Although similar to a microkernel, the nested kernel only requires MMU isolation and maintains a single monolithic address space abstraction between trusted and untrusted components.

We present a concrete prototype of the Nested Kernel Architecture, called PerspicuOS, that implements the Nested Kernel design on the x86-64 (Intel, 2014) architecture. PerspicuOS introduces a novel isolation technique where both the outer kernel and nested kernel operate at the same hardware privilege level—contrary to isolation in a microkernel where untrusted code operates in user-mode. PerspicuOS enforces read-only permissions on outer kernel code by employing existing, simple hardware mechanisms, namely the MMU, IOMMU, and the Write-Protect Enable (WP) bit in **CR0**, which enforces read-only policies even on supervisor-mode writes. By using the WP-bit, PerspicuOS efficiently toggles write-protections on transitions between the outer kernel and nested kernel without swapping address spaces or crossing traditional hardware privilege boundaries.

PerspicuOS ensures that the outer kernel never disables write-protections (e.g., via the WP-bit) by 1) de-privileging the outer kernel code and 2) maintaining that de-privileged code state by enforcing lifetime kernel code integrity—a key security property explored by several previous works, most notably SecVisor (Seshadri et al., 2007) and NICKLE (Riley et al., 2008). PerspicuOS de-privileges outer kernel code by replacing instances of writes to **CR0** with invocations of nested kernel services and enforces lifetime kernel code integrity by restricting outer kernel code execution to validated, write-protected code. In this way PerspicuOS creates two virtual privileges within the same hardware privilege level, thus virtualizing ring 0.

By isolating the MMU, the Nested Kernel Architecture can enforce intra-kernel memory isolation policies that trust only the nested kernel. Therefore, the Nested Kernel Architecture exposes two intra-kernel write-protection services to kernel developers: write-mediation and write-logging. Write-mediation enables kernel developers to deploy security policies that isolate and control access
to critical kernel data, including kernel code. In some cases, data may require valid updates from a large portion of the kernel, making it hard to protect kernel objects in place, or otherwise not have an applicable write-mediation policy; consequently, we present the write-logging interface that ensures all modifications to protected kernel objects are recorded (a design principle suggested by Saltzer and Schroeder (1975)).

To demonstrate the benefit of the write-mediation and write-logging facilities—for enhancing commodity OS security—we present three intra-kernel write-protection policies and applications. First, we introduce the write-once mediation policy that only allows a single update to protected data structures, and apply it to protect the system call vector table, defending against kernel call hooking (Kong, 2007). In general, the write-once policy presents a novel defense against non-control data attacks (Chen et al., 2005). Second, we introduce the append-only mediation policy that only allows append operations to list type data structures, and apply it to protect data generated by a system call logging facility. Additionally, the system call logging facility guarantees invocation of monitored events, a feature made possible by PerspicuOS’s code integrity property, and therefore supports a pivotal feature required by a large class of security monitors (Payne et al., 2008; Sharif et al., 2009). Third, we deploy a write-logging policy to track modifications to FreeBSD’s process list data structures, allowing our system to detect direct kernel object manipulation (DKOM) attacks used by rootkits to hide malicious processes (Kong, 2007).

We have retrofitted the Nested Kernel Architecture into an existing commodity OS: the FreeBSD 9.0 kernel. Our experimental evaluation shows that this reorganization requires approximately 2000 lines of FreeBSD code modifications while significantly reducing the TCB of memory isolation code to less than 5000 lines of nested kernel code. Our prototype also demonstrates that it is feasible to completely remove MMU modifying instructions from the untrusted portion of the kernel while allowing it to operate in ring 0. Furthermore, our experiments show that the Nested Kernel Architecture incurs very low overheads for relatively OS-intensive system benchmarks: < 1% for Apache and 2.7% for a full kernel compile.

### 1.3 Special Purpose Return Address Integrity: SecRet

The Nested Kernel Architecture presents a general purpose mechanism that can be employed to realize both decomposition and operating system hardening techniques. However, one particular security hardening policy, dynamic full system return integrity, is extremely costly to fully secure. The primary challenge is that return based code-reuse attacks are pervasive and persistent while being able to express Turing complete computation for a diverse set of architectures (Roemer et al., 2012). The only technique that effectively mitigates this threat is to enforce a context-sensitive return control-flow policy (Carlini et al., 2015) that is typically obtained by providing memory safety for all return addresses in the system, which is prohibitively costly in practice.
Therefore, this dissertation also investigates whether or not the abstraction of independent returns can be fully removed from all software visibility and what challenges remain. Specifically, we investigate a new microarchitectural defense to operating system memory corruption attacks that violate return-control-flow data in order to corrupt and hijack system execution. The system, SecRet, combines hardware isolated secure return address stacks with new microarchitectural detectors to transparently force all operating system and application return paths to "return-to-sender"; the result is that returns are treated as direct control-flow transfers and are completely immutable from all software, including operating system and user code. We implement an FPGA prototype of SecRet that successfully boots Linux, and explore SecRet’s compatibility with diverse architectures by partially emulating SecRet for x86-64 and ARM-M0+. Additionally, SecRet extends the ISA to securely integrate common exceptional control-flows, i.e., software exceptions, with the dynamic "return-to-sender" semantics—consequently, SecRet enforces dynamic control-flow integrity for software exception handling. Our evaluation demonstrates that SecRet is not only practical—boots Linux and passes 460/461 compiling LLVM test suite programs—but that it is also effective—isolates all return data from operating system control—and efficient—less than 1% performance and 6% area overheads with an in-hardware stack capacity of 8 entries.

1.4 Contributions

This dissertation includes the presentation of the following artifacts and contributions:

**Nested Kernel Architecture** an operating system organization that enables the isolation of the memory management protection domain. Contributions include the following:

- A new OS organization strategy, the Nested Kernel Architecture, which nests, within a monolithic kernel, a higher privilege protection domain that enables
- kernel developers to explicitly apply intra-kernel security policies through the use of write-meditation and write-logging services.

**PerspicuOS:** a Nested Kernel Architecture prototype that isolates the MMU (vMMU protection domain) in FreeBSD 9.0 on the x86-64 architecture. Contributions include:

- a novel technique to virtualize a subset of CPU and memory state at a single privilege level, allowing various protection domains to operate at a single hardware privilege level: effectively demonstrating a technique that virtualizes the single supervisor privilege mode.
- a novel method for presenting Lifetime Kernel Code Integrity: mitigating all kernel code injection attacks.
- a 232 size reduction in the TCB of code allowed to directly modify the MMU compared to stock FreeBSD 9.0.
Intra-Kernel Memory Isolation Services and Policies: abstractions for expressing and protecting the integrity of memory within the kernel.

- Write-mediation service employed to assert write-once and append-only policies.
- Write-logging service employed to trace all attempts to eradicate malicious behavior from protected data structures.
- Security Monitor Service: provides guaranteed invocation and isolation of security monitors.
- Allocation strategy for providing fine grained memory protections while using a page-granularity protection mechanism.

SecRet: a return address protection domain that completely isolates return addresses and automatically enforces full system return integrity to make the following contributions:

- The first microarchitectural context-sensitive KRI mechanism, SecRet, that protects user and kernel return addresses from operating system memory corruption attacks while bridging the semantic gap to transparently detect thread creation and switching events.
- The first that we know of full FPGA implementation of any hardware-assisted shadow stack system, and evaluate its compatibility, area overheads, and performance.
- ISA extensions to securely integrate software exception handling with context-sensitive function returns, which also enforces setjmp/longjmp and presents the first such solution for try/catch CFI.
- We demonstrate the compatibility of SecRet design with two diverse architectures, OR1200 FPGA and an ARM-M0+ simulator.
- We evaluate for the first time compatibility of the context-sensitive return policy and SecRet software exception handling instructions with a large corpus of existing software including Linux boot, scripting languages, and successful execution of 460/461 unique benchmarks from the LLVM test suite infrastructure.

1.5 Organization of Dissertation

This dissertation is organized into four high level parts: Chapters 1–3 present the core problem, motivation, and high level background of separation applied to monolithic operating systems; Chapters 4–8 present the general purpose protection mechanism and abstractions as developed in the Nested Kernel Architecture; Chapters 9–11 present the specialized investigation into removing the indirect return abstraction from all software; and Chapter 12 presents a discussion of the overall findings, future work, and conclusions. In some instances discussions and conclusions are nested within the containing chapter if it is more local in application.
Chapter 2
Attacking Monolithic Operating Systems

Monolithic operating systems are susceptible to a myriad of attacks, including traditional memory safety exploits in addition to persistent operating system specific threats such as kernel malware (e.g., rootkits). Security exploits are diverse. However, with respect to this work there are two predominant classes: kernel entry point attacks that breach the barrier between unprivileged and privileged execution, and kernel malware that take advantage of supervisor privileges for any nefarious purpose. These specific terms distinguish between the particular system flaw exploited to gain supervisor privileges and the malicious behavior that persists to operate with those privileges. This chapter characterizes these two classes of attacks—their primary goals, methods of exploit, and keys to mitigation—in order to highlight the security requirements of commodity monolithic single-address space OS protection needs.

2.1 Entry Point Attacks: Compromising Execution

The holy grail of attackers is to obtain administrator privileges. Certainly, gaining control of a user level application is desirable, but the generally higher privilege kernel presents access to all information on the system as opposed to a single application. There are three primary types of external operating system compromise: denial of service, information leaks and corruption, and privilege escalation to arbitrary code execution. By external we mean attacks that do not originate with supervisor privilege, which means that they could be induced either local users or remotely via network packets with respect to the operating system under consideration. The important feature is that they gain unauthorized access to privileged data while operating at a lower privilege level than the host operating system.

Each of these attacks enable various degrees of compromise, and in this work we assume the maximal attacker ability. In this section we detail the common elements of memory corruption to control-flow hijacking attacks and describe methods used for arbitrary code execution. Table 2.1 presents a common subset of the attacks we consider.
Phase | Attack | Defense
--- | --- | ---
1 | Corrupt Data Pointer | Memory Safety
2 | Modify Code Pointer | Code Pointer Integrity
3 | To Address of Malicious Code | Randomization
4 | Use pointer by RET or JUMP/CALL | Control-Flow Integrity
5 | Execute Injected Malicious Code | $W \oplus X$
6 | Control-Flow Hijack via Code Reuse | High Level Policies

Table 2.1: Control-Flow Hijack Attack and Defense Model: a subset of attack model presented by Szekeres et al. Szekeres et al. (2013).

2.1.1 Memory Corruption

The common thread to all of kernel level attacks is that they exploit memory vulnerabilities of C to corrupt data in the rest of the system. The fundamental problem with protecting execution integrity, for memory unsafe languages, is the direct modifiability of code pointers through memory corruption vulnerabilities. Memory corruption occurs when the runtime behavior of the system violates a memory error: a few examples include writing beyond the end of an array, buffer overflow, modifying an index to an array that can target arbitrary memory, index exploit, or null pointer bugs that have all been exploited in commodity operating systems (Szekeres et al., 2013; Perla and Oldani, 2010; Argyroudis, 2010; LMH, 2006; Kemerlis et al., 2012). Carlini et al. (2015) explored the minimum environment required to launch memory corruption attacks that lead to control-flow hijacking, and they found that with only a single arbitrary memory corruption bug and common application libraries (e.g., glibc), even advanced mitigation systems can be compromised, such as those employing buffer-overflow detection mechanisms (Cowan et al., 1998; Frantzen and Shuey, 2001) amongst others. Hund et al. (2009) showed how such attacks are capable of exploiting operating systems.

2.1.2 Control-Flow Hijacking

Indirect control transfers (ICTs) (e.g., JMP, CALL, and RET) enable the runtime selection of control flow targets, a paradigm utilized by software to support the abstractions of independent functions and code reuse. Unfortunately, the dynamic nature of ICT target selection and the fact that control-flow destination addresses reside in the same address space with vulnerable data makes them a target of attack: by exploiting a memory corruption bug (e.g., a missing bounds check in C/C++ programs) and modifying memory resident target addresses, such as function pointers or return addresses on the stack, attackers can direct control flow to instructions sequences of their choosing. Control-flow hijack attacks operate by exploiting memory corruption vulnerabilities to either modify existing code in place and/or modify code-pointers to target attacker controlled operations. In this section we detail the types of code injection and return-oriented attacks that employ existing kernel code
to invoke malicious behavior.

**Code Injection:** Originally attackers violated memory corruption bugs to inject malicious code into the runtime memory. The attack takes two forms: 1) overwrite existing kernel code so that when executed perform attacker controlled different operations, or 2) inject code anywhere in memory (including typical data structures) and overwrite a code pointer to target the injected code: the traditional buffer overflow attack.

**Malicious Code Execution with Code Reuse Attacks** Once an attacker can write to any arbitrary location in memory they overwrite code pointers, i.e., values in memory that are directly targeted for control-flow transfers, to launch their attack code. Originally, attackers targeted injected code (van der Veen et al., 2012; Szekeres et al., 2013); however, today’s defenses for user level code employ non-executable data and code integrity (e.g., the $W \oplus X$ property) which has largely thwarted traditional code injection attacks. In response, code reuse attacks were developed that, instead of targeting injected code, targeted existing legitimate application code. Examples of code reuse attacks include return-into-libc (van der Veen et al., 2012), return-oriented programming (ROP) (Shacham, 2007), and even kernel level return-into-user attacks (Kemerlis et al., 2014).

**Return-Oriented Programming (ROP)** In a return-oriented program the stack is modified, either in place or by pointing the stack pointer to an attacker controlled region of memory, so that each stack element points to a small instruction sequence that ends in a RET. Once the return is executed, control jumps to the address located at the top of the stack while the stack pointer is moved to point to the next instruction sequence, effectively using the stack pointer as a pseudo instruction pointer and the sequence of instructions ending in RET as pseudo instructions. These instruction sequences are combined to form logical operations such as an ADD, and are called gadgets (Shacham, 2007). By setting up the stack with gadgets of well defined individual and combined behavior, the system invokes each gadget in sequence, thus enabling the execution of arbitrary computation with the privileges of the exploited application.

Prior work demonstrated that the set of gadgets in common applications (Roemer et al., 2012) and operating systems (Hund et al., 2009) realizes Turing-complete behavior, thereby allowing an attacker to execute arbitrary programs from within legitimate application code. ROP attacks have been shown to be general purpose, working on several architectures: ARM, x86, and SPARC (Roemer et al., 2012), thus motivating architecture agnostic mitigations.

**Characterizing Kernel Specific Threats** Despite the prevalence of attention to user level exploits for arbitrary code execution, the most influential attacks exploit operating systems, where

---

1 We refer the reader to related work for a more detailed description and review of existing return-oriented programming techniques (Roemer et al., 2012).
the attacker can invoke arbitrary computation with supervisor privileges (Kemerlis et al., 2014, 2012; Criswell et al., 2014a; Hund et al., 2009). These attacks not only have the power to violate execution integrity of the operating system, but also have a much more devastating impact for all applications because any single kernel exploit undermines the security of the entire system. Moreover, operating system threats are particularly egregious because programs—and by extension its users—implicitly trust the operating system to prevent malicious actions in the system.

The problem is exacerbated because a single memory corruption bug in the operating system can be used by one application to overwrite any memory in the system, including the stack and memory state of another thread—assuming that these addresses are mapped into the kernel portion of the address space. If the operating system is employing something like supervisor mode access prevention (SMAP) an attacker can still violate return integrity by modifying the MMU so that the attacker has access to launch a ret2dir attack (Kemerlis et al., 2014). Thereby transiently circumventing the protection operating systems are deployed to support.

2.2 Persistence and Insider Threats

Once arbitrary supervisor execution is obtained, attackers typically install persistent kernel malware, which focuses on surreptitiously violating data integrity and confidentiality while hiding its presence. Attacks of this nature are typically called rootkits. However, we use the term kernel malware instead of rootkit because malware is a more general term referring to the larger class of all potential kernel attacks including those from insider threats or phishing attacks. Rootkits are a particular type of kernel malware focused on stealth, distinguishing itself from other types of potential malware behavior (e.g., spreading as a virus).

Insider threats, a form of kernel malware, have the same goal as rootkits: to persist a kernel level threat to violate integrity and confidentiality of data. As such the only distinguishing feature between an insider persistent threat and a rootkit is the entry method. For an insider threat to gain control the insider must get the attack code committed to the operating system under attack. Typical attacks of this nature include Trojans and Jekyll attacks that masquerade as normal functionality, but under certain conditions will execute the malicious behavior.

Finally, phishing attacks seek to lure unsuspecting users into installing the code directly into the operating system. Stuxnet, a famous attack that got past several level of extremely harsh conditions for any remote attack, employed a phishing attack combined with a rootkit and worm to propagate to the intended attacker target. Again the only key distinction between phishing and rootkits is that phishing attacks are directly installed by users.
2.3 Discussion

The overall goal of this dissertation is to explore memory protection mechanisms and separation to mitigate both external memory corruption and persistent threats. In particular, we present a defense against kernel level ROP attacks that requires protected memory regions for return address pointers (Chapter 9) and several classes of rootkit attack defenses (Section 6.3). These mitigations are informative in identifying the potential of the Nested Kernel Architecture for providing directly valuable intra-kernel security protections.
Chapter 3

Monolithic Operating System Security and Resiliency

The goal of an information protection system is to protect information from unauthorized modification, access, and denial of access: the security triumvirate of confidentiality, integrity, and availability. In an operating system this means protecting various elements of user and application state (e.g., documents, cryptographic keys, encrypted data) while in runtime memory and processor state (e.g., data in CPU registers) as well as in long term persistent storage (e.g., disk). Unfortunately, for monolithic operating system design security critical information is directly accessible to any kernel level threat. This fact means that what have become common and trivial memory safety violations violate all security. Therefore, the primary challenge for improving security of commodity monolithic operating systems is to establish efficient and isolated information protection mechanisms that can be deployed on commodity monolithic operating systems.

The goal of this dissertation is to consider the runtime protection of information in the system, and therefore focuses solely on protecting dynamic CPU and memory state. Therefore, in this chapter we review literature with respect to retrofitting protection on and into monolithic operating systems including alternative operating system designs as replacements for monolithic operating systems. Because the core focus of this dissertation is to retrofit protection and separation into monolithic operating systems, we then present a review of existing state-of-the-art protection mechanisms, and conclude with a discussion of their use to provide mitigations (hardening) to external attacks and for providing resiliency through decomposition.

3.1 Monolithic Operating System Design Analysis

The primary flaw of existing commodity operating systems is that they employ a single-address space environment for all supervisor privileged code. Despite the value for performance, simplicity, portability, and extensibility, this design not only inherently presents a large attack surface but also allows diverse, fault-prone code full authority in the system. The most valuable form of assurance for the security of a system would be to formally verify that the code only allows authorized access. Unfortunately, such an approach is intractable for code bases with the complexity and size of commodity monolithic operating systems.
Instead, seminal operating system research proposed a set of fundamental design principles for information protection systems:

**Least Privilege:** Quite possibly the most impacting and fundamental principle with regard to threat containment is the principle of least privilege (oftentimes referred to in literature as the principle of least authority POLA, we use least privilege in this text), which is to restrict each component in the system to only the information necessary to complete its job (e.g., need-to-know). In this way the potential of successful attacks is restricted to the containing compartment.

**Economy of Mechanism:** Operating System design should present the simplest possible form so that it can be reasoned about either informally or formally, but it is clear that to vet all potential threat vectors simplicity is the goal.

**Fail-safe Defaults:** When designing a protection system the default configuration should restrict access instead of permit it. In this way the system starts in a secure state and only explicit access requests modify the availability of authority to access information.

**Complete Mediation:** To assert protection, all information access must be mediated or checked for valid authorization, otherwise there can be no security at all. Furthermore, it is typical for systems to cache mediation checks (e.g., by configuring the MMU as one example), therefore it is also necessary that under such caching the system must take extra consideration to ensure context dependent mediation.

**Separation of Privilege:** If possible it is best to separate privilege amongst multiple principles so that the failure of one protection subsystem does not compromise the entire system.

**Least Common Mechanism:** Minimize the mechanism that must be shared by all elements in the system. The more sharing of mechanisms the greater a central point of failure becomes and degrades security if exploited.

**Ease of Use:** Security must be easy to use, otherwise it will not be adopted, benefiting no one.

**Secure Auditing:** The primary consideration in secure system design is to eliminate threats by design, however, some may get by the outer defenses, and therefore secure auditing is critical to recreating and detecting compromise.

In considering these design principles, it is clear that commodity monolithic operating systems not only violate these principles, but in many instances provide the worst case scenario for them. For example, monolithic operating system design is the exact opposite of good fail-safe defaults as any kernel component has full system access, which also leads to zero least privilege separation. Furthermore, commodity operating systems are large and complex, thereby violating principles of simplicity in mechanism, which is further exacerbated by the fact that the entirety of the operating system is shared by every application on the system, which absolutely violates least common mechanism.
In addition to these design principles, several researchers considered the notion of secure supervisory design (Neumann, 1986; Popek and Kline, 1978; Rushby, 1981; Lampson, 1974, 1971, 1983; Dijkstra, 1968; Parnas and Siewiorek, 1975). Among these explorations are derived the basic principles of encapsulation via layered design, as well as the need for hierarchical, kernelized designs to address information flow properties that are desirable of the information protection system to achieve confinement (Lampson, 1973; Bell and LaPadula, 1973). Additionally, these considerations point out that for a secure system, minimality and the most primitive operations of the hardware should be encapsulated in a standard operating system virtualization approach (Lampson, 1971).

Overall, these principles represent a small portion of literature on principled software design: suggesting strategies such as composition, modularity, and encapsulation. These are the source of the problem with monolithic operating systems and must be addressed to improve one of the most pervasive elements in our software stacks.

3.2 Operating System Organizations

The Nested Kernel is a new operating system architecture that seeks to address the inherent design flaws of existing monolithic operating systems by providing a micro-evolution of monolithic operating system organization. In this regard the Nested Kernel Architecture is representative of both a new minimal security kernel as well as an overall operating system design focused on decomposition. In this section we detail key related operating system designs and compare them with the Nested Kernel.

3.2.1 Microkernel

Microkernel operating system design employs the combination of memory virtualization (e.g., paging) and CPU privilege levels to modularize and relocate a large portion of operating system functionality out of the trusted computing base (Hansen, 1970; Wulf et al., 1974; Tanenbaum et al., 2006; Accetta et al., 1986; Liedtke, 1995; Bershad et al., 1995; Klein et al., 2009; Shapiro et al., 1999). Although microkernels present a fundamentally more secure design, they are not applicable to improving existing monolithic operating systems security. Additionally, despite the potential for microkernels to gain widespread adoption (seL4 Klein et al. (2009)), without guarantees for their discontinued usage, commodity monolithic operating systems must be protected in present form. Furthermore, microkernels, despite the tremendous TCB reduction relative to monolithic kernels, could benefit from further compartmentalization: a claim supported by 1) the observation of extraneous functionality in the microkernel beyond what is necessary to provide protection services, as well as 2) reflections from the Separation Kernel design which suggests full isolation of the protection mechanism from all orthogonal functionality (Rushby, 1981).
3.2.2 Virtual Machine Monitor

Virtual Machine Monitors (VMMs) were originally created to address the problem of various applications being written for one operating system and users wanting to run multiple operating systems on the same hardware at the same time (Goldberg, 1974; Arpaci-Dusseau and Arpaci-Dusseau, 2015). This approach, although similar to typical user process multiprogramming, is distinct in that the goal of the VMM is to virtualize hardware resources to operating systems, while at the same time emulate hardware expected by the operating system that may not actually be present on the particular system of execution. With regard to the Nested Kernel, VMMs can provide isolation for intra-kernel monolithic operating system separation, however, the primary purpose of a VMM is to virtualize the hardware resources amongst a set of operating systems not to provide isolation and abstractions for intra-kernel usage. This design goal is distinct from the focus of the Nested Kernel Architecture, which is to provide abstractions and primitives to be used internally by monolithic operating systems.

3.2.3 Exokernel and LibOS

An Exokernel operating system design is focused on removing layers of abstraction from the operating system so that applications can build custom, hardware specific optimizations (e.g., paging configurations) and eliminate the inflexibility that arises from standard operating system abstractions and interfaces (Engler et al., 1995; Belay et al., 2012). Access to physical resources is encapsulated by library operating systems (LibOSs). Applications can either include standard LibOSs or create custom ones: LibOSs are compiled into the application itself like a typical library. In this way the Exokernel primarily focuses on the secure multiplexing of access to physical resources by untrusted userspace applications.

3.2.4 Nested Kernel

In some sense the Nested Kernel intersects with each of these diverse operating system organizations. The Nested Kernel shares several philosophies with microkernels: a minimal trusted computing base and the core idea of a security kernel focused purely on mechanisms of isolation and not policies. However, the Nested Kernel reduces even further upon the microkernel concept in that it provides a more minimal layer of trust: in contrast to a typical microkernel that presents address spaces, scheduling, and message passing, the Nested Kernel isolates and abstracts only the MMU. In a similar way to VMMs the Nested Kernel abstracts a hardware component to an operating system, and therefore is quite similar. However, the Nested Kernel is only concerned with removing a small set of abstractions and is not concerned with general purpose emulation and simulation of the CPU. With respect to Exokernel design, the Nested Kernel enforces restrictions on supervisor mode code execution; however, the Nested Kernel is doing so on already privileged monolithic operating system
source code, and not exporting this functionality to usermode applications. In this since, the Nested Kernel deprivileges code where the Exokernel securely enhances privileges for subsets of code.

Overall, the Nested Kernel is focused on establishing a set of memory isolation abstractions and primitives that can be used for intra-kernel separation, which even though sharing several design elements with these existing operating system organizations, makes it stand apart. This is just the first step in the micro-evolution of monolithic operating system design to a principally more secure and sound organization.

3.3 Protection Mechanisms

The primary goal of the Nested Kernel is to present a mechanism and abstractions with which to support intra-kernel compartmentalization even when assailed by supervisor privileged malicious intruders. Therefore, we investigate related efforts with respect to the ways in which they isolate the protection mechanism including commodity hardware approaches, prototype hardware, and software based solutions. The goal of any protection mechanism is simply to protect the specified state. The Nested Kernel focuses on protecting sufficient state to ensure isolation of runtime execution state, with respect to monolithic operating system this includes CPU as well as memory state. A third state exists, I/O (e.g., long term storage on hard disk); however, this dissertation only considers runtime protections and proposes similar techniques to those used by Hofmann et al. (2013) for encrypting and decrypting I/O.

3.3.1 Commodity Hardware Protection Mechanisms

Memory Virtualization with Multiple Privilege Levels

Traditional Supervisor User Space Separation  Typical isolation of protection domains is enforced by the use of at least two CPU privilege levels, supervisor and user, and memory virtualization with segmentation or paging. In this way commodity monolithic operating system isolate process state, and is also the mechanisms used by microkernels: move untrusted code and data into user level processes. Unfortunately, such an approach would not work for the Nested Kernel because all but a very small portion of the kernel (< 5000 LOC) will have to be moved to user level, which would greatly hinder performance and be expensive to modify existing code to operate in user mode processes.

Hardware-Assisted Virtualization  With the rise of VMM usage in cloud computing, hardware vendors added support for common and costly software based techniques of isolation. Amongst these include memory, CPU, and I/O virtualization (Uhlig et al., 2005). The core technique is to employ a new microarchitectural level of CPU and memory isolation to allow the higher privileged component, i.e., the VMM, to operate more efficiently than software based approaches that used
binary translation and software based shadow page tables. For instance, Intel’s VT-x adds extended paging table (EPT) support that adds hardware for nested page tables, an automated hardware page table walk on fault, and virtual process identifiers to avoid flushing the translation lookaside buffer on transitions to and from the VMM. These techniques could be used as a base mechanism to isolate memory in virtual machines, in fact paravirtualization techniques employed by Xen (Barham et al., 2003) use such a technique to ensure that the memory presented to each guest operating system is limited in the host physical memory accessible. The Nested Kernel employs a similar design, however, instead of externally enforcing these properties on the operating system, integrates the design directly into the core of the monolithic operating system.

Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) Intel has also considered the issue of completely removing operating systems from application TCBs with the advent of Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) (McKeen et al., 2013; Hoekstra et al., 2013; Anati et al., 2013). SGX creates “enclaves” that contain a subset of application code and data, making it impervious to privileged software attacks. The key idea is that the SGX hardware fabric interposes a layer of protection that asserts the data held within the enclave can only be accessed by the code that is also within the enclave. Despite its promise to completely remove the operating system from the TCB, it has been shown that applications rely upon the operating system as a service for many abstractions that undermine the integrity and confidentiality of the applications via IAGO attacks (Checkoway and Shacham, 2013). In response researchers have explored various techniques to protect full legacy applications using SGX, and combining it with LibOSs to avoid IAGO attack susceptibility. Despite these techniques enhancing the application of the least common mechanisms principle, the application still trusts the operating system services in the LibOS (Baumann et al., 2014). Alternative approaches, which the author of this dissertation contributed to, Virtual Ghost (Criswell et al., 2014b), provide similar guarantees but without hardware support.

It is unclear how SGX will impact the Nested Kernel, as it was only recently released. Our Nested Kernel implementation enforces a similar functional goal, restricting supervisor memory access to subsets of memory. However, SGX provides a strong isolation boundary in that it is in hardware and defends against certain types of hardware based attacks. From this perspective Nested Kernel can be observed to provide an alternative mechanism for isolation. Another important consideration is that SGX could be used as the mechanism to isolate the various intra-kernel separation domains in Nested Kernel. However, it is unclear at this time how that will work because SGX runs its code in ring3 privilege level (no privileged instructions), which modifies the assumption of the core operating system running at ring0. It also is not clear how well SGX will perform when fine-grained isolation is being used. These are research questions for future work.
Trustzone Approaches

TrustZone is an isolation mechanism that effectively adds a single extra bit of control on all memory access representing the secure world or non-secure world where both worlds have a full traditional software stack, \textit{i.e.}, supervisor and user privilege modes amongst other things. The secure world has higher privilege with the ability to read or write all system memory in contrast to the non-secure world that only has access to memory marked non-secure.

Azab et al. (2014) present TZ-RKP, a system that isolates the MMU and provides an external interface to control MMU updates. Both TZ-RKP and the Nested Kernel utilize a similar interface and technique that was applied by Xen’s paravirtualization interface (Barham et al., 2003). TZ-RKP has a similar approach to isolating the MMU as in the Nested Kernel prototype; however, TZ-RKP differs in that it uses TrustZone technology for its isolation and only targets an implementation for isolation and guaranteed execution of security monitors embedded into the commodity monolithic operating system. In contrast, the Nested Kernel presents a general architecture and framework with which to not only enforce mechanism as done by TZ-RKP, but also many other types of memory isolation in the kernel. The Nested Kernel also generalizes the exact properties and interface required to virtualize the MMU for \textit{any architecture}, not just using TrustZone, that utilizes an MMU, even if the system lacks hardware privilege isolation. This means that the Nested Kernel can be retrofitted into not only monolithic kernels, but also could be applied to other types of systems such as VMMs (\textit{e.g.}, Xen). I argue that TZ-RKP demonstrates an instance of the Nested Kernel Architecture: where the primary focus is on isolating and mediating updates to the MMU. The ends sought by each are different: Nested Kernel focuses on presenting a general purpose mechanism for decomposition as where TZ-RKP is focused solely on security monitor support.

Memory Virtualization at a Single Privilege Level

Several approaches have attempted to use virtual memory isolation techniques to directly partition monolithic operating systems; Nooks by Swift et al. (2005) provides lightweight protection domains for kernel drivers and modules. Nooks uses the hardware MMU to create protection domains and changes hardware page tables when transferring control between the core kernel and the kernel driver. Chen et al. (1996) introduced the Rio file cache, which isolates the file cache by protecting it using the MMU and write-protection page permissions. To update the file cache the write-protections are disabled, and at all other times the write-protections are enforced thereby protecting the file cache from spurious updates. Even though Nooks and the Rio file cache create protection domains within the kernel for reliability, the protection policies are directly modifiable by an attacker (\textit{e.g.}, by creating an alias to protected resources and bypassing existing policy enforcement) and therefore can be trivially bypassed by an attacker.
3.3.2 Prototype Hardware Protection

Tagged Memory Architectures

Mondriaan Memory Protection (MMP) presents a tagged memory architecture that enables fine-grained byte level memory protections, gaining in efficiency and granularity over page based mechanisms (Witchel, 2004); MMP is used by Mondrix (Witchel et al., 2005), a retrofitted Linux kernel that utilizes MMP to isolate protection domains for a set of device drivers and the file system stack. Despite Mondrix’s ability to provide efficient isolation and enforcement of intra-kernel compartmentalization, 1) Mondrix does not use commodity hardware and therefore is inapplicable to today’s commodity monolithic operating systems and 2) it is unclear whether or not Mondrix is secure against a malicious adversary. Witchel et al. (2005, §3) presents a memory supervisor that manages updates to page tables, but it is unclear 1) how this is isolated, i.e., with hardware mechanisms?, and 2) whether or not the memory supervisor depends on the active address translations not being bypassed by malicious virtual address translations, e.g., a spurious mapping that obviates protections. The latter point is mentioned by Zeldovich et al. (2008, §6.1) when they compare their approach to Mondrian Memory Protection claiming that Mondrix is unable to mitigate a malicious attacker in the kernel. If true, then Mondrix could gain the necessary separation from the rest of the kernel using the Nested Kernel and is an interesting direction to pursue.

Loki (Zeldovich et al., 2008) employs a similar approach to Mondriaan by using a tagged memory architecture. Unfortunately, Loki uses a microkernel operating system and utilizes a prototype hardware architecture making it inapplicable to today’s commodity monolithic operating systems.

Dynamic Hardware Privilege Levels

Configurable Fine-Grain Protection (CFP) (Wentzlaff et al., 2012) presents a new approach to privilege level architectures by allowing various “functional CPU elements” to be dynamically assigned to different per core privilege levels. The privileges they explore include TLB access, DMA engine access, a user network stack, and I/O on-chip network stack. This work identifies an interesting solution to presenting finer granularity hardware protections. However, it is not applicable to commodity monolithic operating systems, and furthermore it is unclear how an operating system would use these features to partition a monolithic kernel.

3.3.3 Software Protection Mechanisms

Several techniques have been developed to address limitations of hardware only isolation mechanisms. These approaches are typically driven by domain or application specific challenges of efficiently isolating execution within typical abstraction boundaries such as a process (Bugnion et al., 2012; Yee et al., 2009; Ford and Cox, 2008; Criswell et al., 2007). There are two key techniques reviewed in this section: language level isolation that enforce isolation through the removal
of visibility of certain abstractions (e.g., pointers) and hybrid software-hardware approaches that enforce protection on machine code representations. In this section we review these two protection mechanisms. Again, we reiterate that the goal of these protection mechanisms is to restrict a given piece of code from directly (sans mediation) modifying either privileged CPU or memory resident information. Applying these restrictions to supervisor privileged code is challenging given the native authority of any code running at that level of operation.

**Language Only Isolation**

Type and memory safe languages, through the abstract virtual machine presented to the developers, inherently limit access to only language visible constructs, and therefore by the translation process and the rules of language semantics enforce protection. Operating systems written in type safe languages provide inherent security enhancements for operating system code (Bershad et al., 1995; Aiken et al., 2006; Saulpaugh and Mirho, 1999). While these approaches isolate kernel components and mediate access to critical data structures, they completely abandon commodity OS design. Most importantly these techniques cannot retrofit protections onto C code, instead they propose replacing C with different languages.

**Hybrid Language and Machine Code Isolation**

When protections are required to restrict either native or C/C++ code, language level techniques fail to protect memory because of pointer operations being first class abstractions in the code. Therefore, dynamic isolation of memory access operations must be explicitly enforced to assert memory sandboxing. Which is the key focus of software fault isolation. Software Fault Isolation (SFI) originally proposed by Wahbe et al. (1993) inserts checks into binary code that invokes a runtime monitor to restrict memory accesses to the configured policy. For situations where each principle is fully isolated from other components, and therefore the only goal of the protection system is to restrict access to a set of segments of the logical address space, SFI performs well. Unfortunately, when applying SFI to a commodity monolithic operating system the sharing patterns are not so isolated, other than for device drivers, as discussed in Section 3.4.2, SFI is not efficient because it must instrument the entire monolithic operating system, which is very large and complex, and without some type of segmentation, instrumenting the whole kernel to provide reasonable privilege separation would be very costly.

One requirement of SFI imposed upon the code being sandboxed is that the SFI security monitor checks cannot be bypassed. Therefore, these techniques also require the use of control-flow integrity, which adds an additional layer of performance costs.

To protect direct access to hardware resources, state-of-the-art approaches modify the code (source or binary) so that sensitive instructions are executed in controlled ways. These properties can be enforced by either executing static or dynamic binary rewriting of the instruction
sequences (Bugnion et al., 2012), manually modifying the code so that sensitive operations become calls into trusted security monitors (i.e., paravirtualization Barham et al. (2003)), or compile the native machine code into an intermediate portable instruction set that are controlled by a special translation layer to restrict the resultant instructions (Criswell et al., 2007)). In each of these cases the goal is to either completely remove the lower level machine abstraction or to enforce some partial property on the invocation of those instructions. The security monitor in these instances operates similarly to a LibOS where the LibOS is unmodifiable by the external code.

Criswell et al. (2007) present SVA, a similar approach to languages using a managed runtime, but does so for operating system code programmed in C, and is an example of the third option above. SVA uses a compiler-based virtual machine that inserts a layer of virtualization between the operating system and the SVA hypervisor by refactoring commodity monolithic operating system to call into an SVA library (like a LibOS for hardware interactions) to modify hardware state. This layer of separation allows SVA to assert control over hardware updates via interposing on instructions. SVA also includes SFI sandboxing to obtain memory isolation, and has been combined with memory safety (Criswell et al., 2007) and control-flow integrity (Criswell et al., 2014a) to ensure non-bypassable SFI. Both SVA Criswell et al. (2009) and HyperSafe Wang and Jiang (2010) employ the MMU and the WP-bit to prevent privileged system software from making errant changes to page tables. However, these approaches assume the necessity of SFI and CFI, which the Nested Kernel implementation PerspicuOS demonstrates as an unnecessary assumption as well as presents a new overall operating system organization.

Native Client (Yee et al., 2009), VMWare (Bugnion et al., 2012), and Vx32 (Ford and Cox, 2008) use x86-32 segmentation to sandbox application memory access combined with binary translation and rewriting to control sensitive instruction usage that enables the sandbox to maintain isolation. The sandbox restricts the components access to both CPU and memory state, as well as interposes on certain control-flows to ensure isolation of the sandbox as well as other higher level security policies. The key to these techniques is the use of segmentation to isolate the intra-process memory state. Unfortunately, both techniques depend upon the use of segmentation, which has been discontinued in x86-64 and is unavailable on other popular architectures such as ARM.

### 3.4 Monolithic Operating System Security Policies

This dissertation is concerned with techniques to retrofit protection into existing monolithic operating system design and implementation in order to address both external and internal threats. We propose two directions, hardening to prevent external attacks and decomposition to support resiliency in the face of successful attacks or insider threats. Therefore, in this section we review state-of-the-art techniques for mitigating external attacks, which we call operating system hardening, and techniques that address monolithic operating system resiliency through the use of privilege
separation (decomposition).

3.4.1 Monolithic Operating System Hardening

Hardening techniques have a rich and varied history: from specific C based exploitation mitigation to kernel malware runtime mitigation and threat detection. The primary commonality between this dissertation and literature is that any guaranteed protection depends upon a tamper-proof security monitor. Therefore in one sense these efforts are distinct approaches to realizing similar security policies as deployed using the Nested Kernel intra-kernel write-protection services (Section 6.3) and SecRet. Alternatively, these reflect policies that are implementable with the Nested Kernel protection mechanism, and therefore also provide an initial aim for the types of policies to explore. In this review we break down hardening techniques into those that assert general high level information protection policy (e.g., trusted measurement of executables) as carried out by security monitors and those that are specialized to preventing external entry attacks.

Security Monitors

Several approaches deploy security monitors using virtualization nested paging hardware support to protect and record certain kernel events: each has drawbacks. Several such approaches place the monitor in the same TCB as the untrusted code, leaving them vulnerable to attack (Microsoft, 2007; Ries, 2005; Tereshkin, 2006). Other systems, namely Lares (Payne et al., 2008) and the IN-VM monitor SIM (Sharif et al., 2009), place the monitor in a VMM (using nested paging support) to provide integrity guarantees about the isolation and invocation of the security monitor. These systems suffer from high performance costs (Payne et al., 2008) or assume integrity of the code region (Sharif et al., 2009). VMM-based monitors must also address VMM introspection problems: the monitor does not understand the semantics of kernel data structures (Garfinkel and Rosenblum, 2003; Jain et al., 2014). In the Nested Kernel, security monitors are isolated from the monitored system, can be invoked much more efficiently via direct calls instead of expensive VMM hypercalls, and completely avoid the VMM introspection problem.

Memory Safety

One possible defense to external exploits is to ensure general purpose memory safety properties for operating system code, thereby thwarting the entry-point of malicious activities. Unfortunately, existing memory safety techniques either do not apply to operating system code (Kuznetsov et al., 2014; Necula et al., 2005; Akritidis et al., 2009, 2008), provide only partial memory safety (Zhou et al., 2006; Erlingsson et al., 2006; Mao et al., 2011), require rewriting the operating system in a type safe language thereby nullifying their applicability to commodity operating systems (Hunt et al., 2005; Golm et al., 2002; Bershad et al., 1995), or incur costly performance degradation to
enforce full memory safety features on operating system code (Criswell et al., 2007).

Control-Flow Integrity

Both Hypersafe (Wang and Jiang, 2010) and KCoFI employ static CFI to prevent control-flow hijack attacks. HyperSafe applies static coarse-grained CFI on hypervisor code, but lacks adequate protection for various operating system control flow operations. KCoFI, extends CFI to support operating system (kernel) control-flow integrity (KCFI), which combines traditional CFI with kernel level control flow transfer types. Unfortunately, both of these approaches employ static CFI for returns and therefore can be compromised (Shacham, 2007; Roemer et al., 2012; Carlini and Wagner, 2014; Davi et al., 2014b; Göktas et al., 2014; Göktas et al., 2014).

Kernel Code Integrity

KCoFI (Criswell et al., 2014a), SecVisor (Seshadri et al., 2007), and NICKLE (??) provide kernel code integrity. SecVisor and NICKLE also ensure that only authorized code runs in the processor’s privileged mode. PerspicuOS enforces the same policies, but also includes a novel memory isolation mechanism and operating system organization, as well as utilizes a more efficient privilege switch mechanism.

3.4.2 Decomposition

Driver Sandboxing

Several previous efforts (Erlingsson et al., 2006; Castro et al., 2009) employ software fault isolation (SFI) and control-flow integrity (CFI) to isolate kernel components. These systems utilize heavy weight compiler instrumentation in addition to address translation policies to isolate kernel components. LXFI (Mao et al., 2011) uses programmer annotations to specify interface policy rules between kernel extensions and the core kernel and inserts run-time checks to enforce these rules. In contrast, the Nested Kernel does not require compiler-based enforcement mechanisms, alleviates the need for kernel control-flow integrity, and removes the core kernel from the TCB.

Nooks (Swift et al., 2005) provides lightweight protection domains for kernel drivers and modules. Nooks uses the MMU to create protection domains and changes hardware page tables when transferring control between the core kernel and the kernel driver. Although Nooks provides reliability guarantees, it does not consider isolation from malicious entities, and therefore is susceptible to attack, as well as does not consider decomposing the core kernel.

Overall, despite demonstrating promising techniques, driver sandboxing neglects to consider decomposing the core operating system kernel, which has been show susceptible to attack (sqrkkyu, 2007; Perla and Oldani, 2010; Argyroudis and Glynos, 2011; argp and Karl, 2009). Furthermore, applying these techniques to the whole operating system will incur much greater runtime performance...
overheads as exhibited by Criswell et al. (2007).

Virtualizing the MMU

The Nested Kernel Architecture isolates the MMU by modifying the kernel so that all MMU updates are mediated, and exports an interface that is similar to those of related efforts including Xen (Barham et al., 2003), SVA-OS (Criswell et al., 2009, 2014b,a) and paravirtops (Wright, 2006). Although the interface is similar, the Nested Kernel Architecture employs different MMU mapping policies to protect and virtualize the MMU, as well as introduces de-privileging to isolate the MMU from malicious uses of sensitive instructions. SecVisor employs similar MMU policies to enforce kernel code integrity (Seshadri et al., 2007) as PerspicuOS; however, SecVisor uses special nested paging hardware support that uses implicit traps on certain hardware events, which is both external to the kernel and has higher costs per invocation than PerspicuOS.

Intra-Kernel Isolation Services

SILVER (Xiong and Liu, 2013) and UCON (Xu et al., 2007) specify policy frameworks (similar to mandatory access control) to enforce access control policies on internal kernel objects using VMM hardware. SILVER exports an access control service that is used by the operating system to specify principals and object ownership access policies through the memory allocator, which are then enforced by the VMM. In contrast, the Nested Kernel prototype uses the x86-64 WP-bit to provide a memory isolation mechanism on which SILVER access control polices could be overlaid.

Mondrix (Witchel et al., 2005) is a modified Linux version that utilizes Mondriaan tagged based memory protection architecture. Mondrix extends the basic Mondriaan memory protections to provide cross-domain call stacks and single stack permissions, as well as an implementation that partitions Linux into a supervisor memory management protection domain and isolates several Linux kernel modules. The work presented in this dissertation differs in that the protection mechanisms is a complete commodity approach, which requires a much different technique to retrofitting protection into the kernel. Beyond that the fine-grained separation in Mondrix is complementary as similar types of decomposition could be expressed in the Nested Kernel: a topic of future work.
Chapter 4

Nested Kernel Architecture

The challenge of creating multiple protection domains within a kernel (meaning within code that assumes a single address space and hardware privilege level) is to isolate the physical resources used by each domain without disrupting compatibility of the rest of the system. Traditionally, separation is enforced by software running at a higher processor privilege during the translation of virtual to physical resources, as in paging or segmentation (Zeldovich et al., 2008). Therefore, the primary insight and contribution of the Nested Kernel Architecture is to demonstrate how to virtualize a minimal subset of hardware functionality, specifically the MMU, to guarantee mediation and therefore isolation of intra-kernel protection domains within the single address space. By virtualizing the MMU, the Nested Kernel Architecture enables a new set of protection policies based upon physical page types and their mappings within the kernel. This section presents the Nested Kernel Architecture overview, our foundational design principles, and describes the versatility of the Nested Kernel as a hardware-architecture portable design.

4.1 System Overview

The nested kernel architecture partitions and reorganizes a monolithic kernel into two privilege domains: the nested kernel and the outer kernel. The nested kernel is a subset of the kernel’s code and data that has full system privilege, and most importantly, the nested kernel has sole privilege to modify the underlying physical MMU (pMMU) state. The nested kernel mediates outer kernel modifications to the MMU via a virtual interface, which we refer to as the virtual MMU (vMMU). The nested kernel exports an explicit interface, the nested kernel operations, that enables the outer kernel to perform legitimate writes to PTEs, which are typically memory resident data structures, and pMMU associated system state, which is typically represented as information in registers (e.g., paging enabled bits in x86-64). The outer kernel is then paravirtualized (Whitaker et al., 2002; Barham et al., 2003), i.e., modified so all privileged operations become function calls
into the Nested Kernel, to use the vMMU. Figure 4.1 depicts the overall nested kernel architecture: including x86-64 bit CPU state that must be protected.

Similar to previous work (Criswell et al., 2009; Seshadri et al., 2007), the Nested Kernel Architecture isolates pMMU updates at the final stage of creating a virtual to physical translation: the point at which a virtual-to-physical translation is made active on the processor (i.e., when the processor can use the translation). For example, on the x86-64, address mappings are added to the system by storing a value to a virtual memory location, called a page-table entry (PTE), that resides on a page-table page (PTP) (Intel, 2014). By selecting this abstraction, the outer kernel still manages all aspects of the virtual memory subsystem; however, the nested kernel interposes on all pMMU updates, thereby allowing the nested kernel to isolate the pMMU and enforce any other access control policy in the system, such as the one used to protect nested kernel code and data. The nested kernel maps the MMU mappings into untrusted kernel space as read-only, eliminating the need for the nested kernel to manage the physical page resources while maintaining a shared memory environment for native read speeds.

The Nested Kernel Architecture also protects all kernel code, as well as data selected by kernel developers through the intra-kernel write-protection interface, which is detailed in Chapter 6.
4.2 Design Principles

The Nested Kernel Architecture comprises the mechanism and interface to establish virtual address mappings. As such, we seek to accomplish the following:

**Separate resource control (e.g., policy) from protection mechanism (e.g., MMU).** We seek the lowest level of abstraction possible to virtualize the MMU, providing only a mechanism that performs updates to virtual-to-physical address mappings. This principle has several benefits: it minimizes the TCB of the privileged domain, maximizes the portability of the nested kernel, and gives maximum flexibility to the types of policies implemented in the outer kernel while maintaining isolation of the nested kernel.

**Operating system co-design and explicit interface.** OS designers are experts in how their systems work: they represent the best opportunity to enhance the security of the system. Therefore, the nested kernel architecture presents a unified design to realize protections explicitly within the OS rather than transparently enforcing protections via external tools, such as in the case with prior work (Payne et al., 2008; Sharif et al., 2009; Seshadri et al., 2007).

**Privilege separation based upon MMU state, not instructions.** Traditionally, systems use the notion of rings of protection, where each ring prescribes what instructions may be executed by code in that ring. In contrast, we enforce privilege separation in terms of access to the pMMU, including both memory (e.g., PTPs) and CPU state (e.g., WP-bit in CR0).

**Minimal architecture dependence.** We want to make the Nested Kernel Architecture design as hardware agnostic as possible, assuming only a hardware paging mechanism with page-granularity protections and the ability to enforce write-protections on outer kernel code.

**Fine grained resource control.** The protections enabled by virtualizing the MMU can be expressed in many ways; we seek to enable fine grained resource control, i.e., protections at byte-level granularity, so that *intra-kernel* isolation policies can be applied to arbitrary OS data structures.

**Negligible performance impact.** The Nested Kernel Architecture provides isolation and privilege separation without requiring separate address spaces so that it can be applied to operating system architectures with minimal overhead. In our x86-64 prototype, we also run both the outer kernel and nested kernel in the same protection ring (ring 0) rather than via hardware virtualization extensions to avoid costly hypercalls, as evidenced by measurements in Section 7.4.
4.3 Virtualizing the MMU

We summarize the runtime isolation of the pMMU as the following property, which Invariants I1 and I2 enforce:

**Nested Kernel Property.** The nested kernel interposes on all modifications of the pMMU via the vMMU.

**Invariant 1.** Active virtual-to-physical mappings for protected data are configured read-only while the outer kernel executes.

**Invariant 2.** Write-protection permissions in active virtual-to-physical mappings are enforced while the outer kernel executes.

*Active* virtual-to-physical mappings are those mappings that may be used by the processor to determine page protections; inactive mappings do not affect memory access privileges. Invariant I2 applies to those processors (such as the x86 [Intel, 2014]) which can disable page protections while still performing virtual-to-physical address translation. While these definitions are independent of whether the MMU uses hardware- or software-managed TLBs, we will assume a hardware-managed TLB to simplify discussion.

On a hardware-TLB system, the Nested Kernel Architecture enforces Invariant I1 by 1) requiring explicit initialization of PTPs, 2) creating an explicit interface to update the page-table entries (PTEs), and 3) configuring all PTEs that map PTPs as read-only. Therefore, any PTP that has not been explicitly initialized at boot time by the nested kernel or declared by the outer kernel via the vMMU is rejected from use, enforcing Invariant I1.

Invariant I2 is a particular security policy, which can be enforced by a variety of mechanisms, including single-level page protection mechanisms such as used in our prototype PerspicuOS or alternative mechanisms such as a virtual machine monitor running at a higher hardware privilege level. Section 5.2 details how we ensure Invariant I2 is enforced in PerspicuOS on the x86-64 architecture.

4.4 Portable Mechanisms to Enforce the Nested Kernel

A critical aspect of the Nested Kernel is that it specifies the particular policy of MMU isolation and can be enforced via any protection mechanism that adheres to the Nested Kernel Property. In this case the Nested Kernel Architecture as a design minimally assumes that read-only policies can be enforced on supervisor code accesses. Much like an Exokernel is typified by providing LibOSs and giving user level applications access to hardware, the Nested Kernel is typified by nesting a single MMU protection domain within larger single address space kernels, and will in the future be typified by the decomposition of monolithic kernels into many intra-kernel protection domains.
The Nested Kernel specifies a high level policy that reorganizes monolithic operating systems so that the outer kernel has a limited view of the MMU, employing encapsulation to restrict access to the real device (Parnas and Siewiorek, 1975). The core focus is to ensure that the outer kernel cannot insert any unmediated mappings and bypass the Nested Kernel Property. In architectures such as x86-64 and ARM, mappings are inserted by either adding entries to PTPs or by modifying the base page table pointer (e.g., CR3 in x86-64) to point at a set of PTPs.

Protecting the PTPs from malicious modification can be enforced by either configuring all mappings to PTPs as read-only (e.g., Hofmann et al. (2013); Criswell et al. (2014b); Barham et al. (2003)) or by utilizing SFI to sandbox all memory manipulating instructions from modifying the protected state (e.g., Wang and Jiang (2010); Criswell (2014)): mechanisms that enforce write protections even for supervisor mode code accesses. Most importantly any mechanism that can enforce the read-only property will correctly implement the Nested Kernel.

Enforcing Invariant I2 amounts to ensuring that the outer kernel cannot gain control of execution while read-only permissions are disabled. One possible mechanism for enforcing I2 is to execute the outer kernel at user level privilege, which has no ability to directly modify any of the privileged MMU state or to directly circumvent control-flow while protections are down: a similar approach taken by microkernels. The Nested Kernel could be implemented using this methodology, but unfortunately if this approach is taken then outer kernel assumptions about running at the higher privilege layer will be violated requiring more code changes and present higher performance costs; this technique would be similar to VMM based isolation using Type-2 hypervisors as used in the VMware hosted architecture (Bugnion et al., 2012).

Alternatively, either hardware virtualization extensions or ARM TrustZone could be used to protect the execution integrity of the nested kernel. In this instance the nested paging support or the secure world address space can be utilized to provide the read-only permissions and the hardware privileged execution zone can be utilized for nested kernel execution. Two independent research systems (Intel, 2015; Wang et al., 2015), released after the original publication of the Nested Kernel, employ VT-x to isolate the MMU in this way. Another employs TrustZone to achieve the same MMU encapsulation (Azab et al., 2014).

Yet another way that I2 could be enforced is by using single privilege level techniques. These techniques are characterized by either introducing language level isolation (e.g., Criswell (2014)) or by similar techniques that we introduce using the WP-bit in our prototype Nested Kernel for x86-64. In fact, independent research teams have isolated the MMU on the ARM architecture, and deployed processor level isolation using instruction deprivileging. Song et al. (2016) and Azab et al. (2016) separate PTPs into separate privileged address spaces that are only loaded through special control registers that the higher privilege component controls (TTBR0, TTBR1, and TTBCR). In this way only the privileged component (that resembles the nested kernel) can load the writable mappings for the PTPs and therefore enforce I2, thereby demonstrating Nested Kernel portability.
to the ARM architecture.
Chapter 5

PerspicuOS: A Nested Kernel Prototype

We present a concrete implementation of the Nested Kernel Architecture, named PerspicuOS, for x86-64 processors. PerspicuOS introduces a novel method for ensuring privilege separation between the outer kernel and the nested kernel while running both at the highest hardware privilege level, effectively creating two virtual privilege levels in ring 0. PerspicuOS achieves this goal by taking advantage of x86-64 hardware support for efficiently enabling and disabling MMU write protection enforcement and by controlling which privileged instructions can be used by outer kernel code. More specifically, PerspicuOS applies the design presented in Section 4.3, by configuring all mappings to PTPs as read-only and de-privileging the outer kernel so that it cannot disable write-protection enforcement at ring 0. PerspicuOS de-privileges the outer kernel by scanning all outer kernel code to ensure that it does not contain instructions that disable the WP-bit or the MMU. Additional hardware features (described in Section 5.5) prevent user-space code or kernel data from being used to disable protections.

In this Chapter, we describe our threat model, specify a set of invariants to maintain the Nested Kernel Property, and then discuss how PerspicuOS maintains the invariants through a combination of virtual privilege switch management, MMU configuration validation, and lifetime kernel code integrity.

5.1 Threat Model and Assumptions

In this work, we assume that the outer kernel may be under complete control of the attacker who can attempt to arbitrarily modify CPU state. Furthermore, we assume that an attacker can modify outer kernel source code, i.e., that outer kernel code may be malicious. Moreover, we do not assume or require outer kernel control flow integrity, which means that an attacker can arbitrarily target any memory location on the system for execution. For example, since nested kernel and outer kernel code may reside in a unified address space, an attacker could attempt to redirect execution to arbitrary locations within nested kernel code, including instructions that toggle write-protections (i.e., the nested kernel must take explicit steps to prevent such control transfers or render them harmless).
We assume that the nested kernel source code and binaries are trusted and that the nested kernel is loaded with a secure boot mechanism such as in AEGIS (Suh et al., 2003) or UEFI (Unified EFI, 2010). We also trust mediation functions, a necessary requirement to ensure security checks execute in PerspicuOS. We assume that the nested kernel and mediation functions are free of vulnerabilities, and given the small source code size (less than 5,000 lines-of-code), the nested kernel could be formally or manually verified. Furthermore, we assume that the hardware is free of vulnerabilities and do not protect against hardware attacks.

5.2 Protection Properties and Invariants

The nested kernel design specifies two invariants that must hold to enforce the Nested Kernel Property. Invariant I1 requires that all active mappings to PTPs be configured as read-only; Invariant I2 requires that these configurations be enforced while the outer kernel is in operation. We systematically assessed the x86-64 architecture specification (Intel, 2014) to identify both the necessary hardware configurations to realize invariants I1 and I2 and the hardware configurations that may violate those invariants. For example, write-protections are enforced on supervisor-mode accesses when both the WP-bit is set and the mapping is configured as read-only; however, alternative execution modes, such as System Management Mode (SMM), can bypass write-protections when invoked. From this assessment, we derive the following invariants that ensure that invariants I1 and I2 hold.
5.2.1 Supporting Invariant I1

The set of active mappings in x86-64 is controlled by the \textit{CR3} register and a set of in-memory PTPs (Intel, 2014). \textit{CR3} specifies the base address of a “top-level” page serving as the root for a hierarchical translation data structure that is traversed by the MMU (Intel, 2014). To ensure that all translations to protected physical pages are marked as read-only (thereby asserting I1), PerspicuOS enforces the following invariants:

\textbf{Invariant 3.} Ensure that there are no unvalidated mappings prior to outer kernel execution.

\textbf{Invariant 4.} Only declared PTPs are used in mappings.

\textbf{Invariant 5.} All mappings to PTPs are marked read-only.

\textbf{Invariant 6.} \textit{CR3} is only loaded with a pre-declared top-level PTP.

5.2.2 Supporting Invariant I2

PerspicuOS must ensure that, while the outer kernel is operating, MMU write-protections are continually enforced. Read-only permissions are enforced by x86-64 when the processor is operating in long mode with write-protections enabled, i.e., Protected Mode Enable (PE-bit), Paging Enabled (PG-bit), and Write-Protect Enable (WP-bit) bits are set in \textit{CR0}; Physical Address Extensions (PAE-bit) bit is set in \textit{CR4}; and Long Mode Enable (LME-bit) bit is set in the EFER model specific register (MSR) (Intel, 2014). Therefore, PerspicuOS considers scenarios where the outer kernel attempts to 1) disable the WP-bit while in operation, 2) disable paging by modifying the PG-bit, or 3) subvert control flow of the nested kernel so that the outer kernel gains control of execution while the WP-bit has been legitimately disabled for nested kernel operations. PerspicuOS ensures that the WP-bit is always set while the outer kernel is in operation and that any instantaneous mode changes that could disable paging, such as an SMM interrupt, are directed to nested kernel control.

Invariants I7 and I8 capture the requirements of the WP-bit.

\textbf{Invariant 7.} The WP and PG flags in CR0 are set prior to any outer kernel execution.

\textbf{Invariant 8.} The WP-bit in CR0 is never disabled by outer kernel code.

When the PG-bit is disabled, the processor immediately interprets virtual addresses as physical addresses (Intel, 2014). As Section 5.7 describes, preventing the outer kernel from clearing the PG-bit is impossible. Instead, PerspicuOS enforces the following invariant:

\textbf{Invariant 9.} Disabling the PG-bit directs control flow to the nested kernel.

Additionally, SMM may be invoked by the outer kernel and therefore, PerspicuOS must also assert control on the SMI interrupt.
**Invariant 10.** The nested kernel controls the SMM interrupt handler and operation.

Given that the previous set of invariants hold, the outer kernel might attempt to manipulate CPU state or outer kernel memory in such a way as to cause control-flow to move from nested kernel code to outer kernel code without re-enabling the WP-bit. Therefore, to ensure write-protections are always enforced, PerspicuOS must protect against control-flow attacks on nested kernel execution in two specific cases: interrupt control flow paths and nested kernel stack state manipulation.

PerspicuOS ensures that all exit paths from the nested kernel to the outer kernel enable the WP-bit (shown in Figure 5.2b), which is captured in the following invariant:

**Invariant 11.** Enable the WP-bit on interrupts and traps prior to calling outer kernel interrupt/trap handlers.

Because the trap handlers are a part of the nested kernel, the Interrupt Descriptor Table (IDT) (Intel, 2014) must be placed in protected memory and modifications of the Interrupt Descriptor Table Register (IDTR) must be solely a nested kernel operation.

**Invariant 12.** The IDT must be write-protected, and the IDTR is only updated by the nested kernel.

On a multiprocessor system, code running in outer kernel context on one core could modify the return address stored on the stack by code running in nested kernel on another core if the stack is in outer kernel memory. This would cause nested kernel code to return to outer kernel context without enabling the WP-bit. Therefore, PerspicuOS must ensure that code running in the nested kernel uses its own stack located in nested kernel memory.

**Invariant 13.** The nested kernel stack is write-protected from outer kernel modifications.

### 5.3 System Initialization

PerspicuOS must ensure that all mappings to protected pages (e.g., PTPs, code, nested kernel data, etc.) are configured as read-only and that paging is enabled prior to outer kernel execution, as suggested by invariants I3 and I7. Therefore, PerspicuOS, as depicted in Figure 5.1, initializes the paging system so that invariants I3—where validation implies invariants I4, I5, and I6 by registering all protected pages in nested kernel data structures—and I7 are enforced prior to outer kernel execution by using secure boot and “nested kernel init” functionality, thereby initializing all PTEs in the system.

### 5.4 Virtual MMU Interface

PerspicuOS provides a set of functions, called the nested kernel operations, that allow the outer kernel to configure the pMMU. The nested kernel operations interpose on underlying x86-64 instructions, called protected instructions, to isolate the pMMU. There are two classes of nested kernel
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>x86 Instruction</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nk_declare_PTP</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Initialize physical page descriptor as usable in page tables</td>
<td>Asserting invariant I4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk_write_PTE</td>
<td>mov VAL, PTEADDR</td>
<td>Update pMMU mapping</td>
<td>Asserting invariants I4 and I5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk_remove_PTP</td>
<td>mov VAL, PTEADDR</td>
<td>Remove physical page from being used as PTP</td>
<td>Supporting invariants I4, I5, and I6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk_load_CR0</td>
<td>mov %REG, %CR0</td>
<td>Controls enforcement of read-only mappings</td>
<td>WP-bit must be set: invariant I8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk_load_CR3</td>
<td>mov %REG, %CR3</td>
<td>Controls MMU mapping base PML4 page</td>
<td>Value must be a declared PML4-PTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk_load_CR4</td>
<td>mov %REG, %CR4</td>
<td>Controls user mode execution with SMEP flag</td>
<td>CR4 SMEP flag must be 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk_load_MSR</td>
<td>wrmsr Value, MSR</td>
<td>Control enforcement of no-execute permissions</td>
<td>EFER NX-Bit must be set to 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Nested Kernel Operations, Protected Instructions, Description, and Constraints

operations: those that control the configuration of the hardware PTPs via memory writes and those that control updates to processor control registers.

The nested kernel enforces pMMU update policies by assigning types to physical pages based upon the kind of data stored in each physical page. The page types include PTPs, nested kernel code and data, outer kernel code and data, user code and data, and data protected by the intra-kernel write-protection service. This type information, along with the number of active mappings and a list of all virtual address mappings to the page, is kept in a physical page descriptor.

The outer kernel uses the nk_declare_PTP operation to specify the physical pages to be used as PTPs. The nk_declare_PTP operation takes, as arguments, the level within the page table hierarchy at which the physical page will be used and the address of the physical page being declared, then zeros each page to eliminate any stale data, write-protects all existing virtual mappings to the physical page, and registers the physical page as a PTP by updating the page’s physical page descriptor.

Once declared, a physical page cannot be modified directly by outer kernel code. Instead, the outer kernel uses the nk_write_PTE operation, which inspects and validates all mappings prior to insertion. The nested kernel uses the previously described physical page type information along with a list of existing mappings to each page to ensure that 1) if the PTE does not point to a data page then it targets a declared PTP and 2) all mappings to PTPs are write-protected, thereby ensuring invariants I4 and I5 respectively. The nested kernel also protects nested kernel code, data, and stack pages to avoid code modifications that would eliminate mediation or functionality of the pMMU update process. We also ensure that the update does not write to any kernel data protected by the nested kernel; this is done via a simple check that ensures that the physical page being updated was previously declared as a page table page.

The second group of operations configure the paging hardware itself. We expose an interface for updating CR3 to ensure that it only points to a declared top-level PTP, called PML4-PTP,
thereby ensuring invariant I6. The interface for modifying other registers ensures that paging and lifetime kernel code integrity protections are not disabled by outer kernel code. The description of these mechanisms are in Sections 5.5 and 5.7.

5.5 Lifetime Kernel Code Integrity

To prevent protected instructions from being executed while in outer kernel context, PerspicuOS first validates all code before making it executable in supervisor-mode, and second, protects the runtime integrity of validated code by enforcing lifetime kernel code integrity, thereby maintaining invariants I6 and I8. PerspicuOS enforces load time outer kernel code validity by scanning binary code to ensure that it does not contain any protected instructions, including at unaligned instruction boundaries. Then PerspicuOS enforces dynamic lifetime outer kernel code integrity by configuring the processor and pMMU so that 1) by default all kernel pages are mapped as non-executable (enforced by the no-execute bit (NX-bit) in the EFER MSR), 2) validated kernel code pages are mapped with read-only permissions, and 3) user-space code and data are mapped as non-executable in supervisor-mode by employing supervisor-mode execution prevention (SMEP in CR4) (Intel, 2014), thereby preventing the outer kernel from executing any protected instructions contained within user-mode pages. Note that because protecting the nested kernel depends upon kernel code integrity both EFER and CR4 must also be removed from outer kernel's ability to execute and are thus protected instructions as depicted in Table 5.1.

5.6 Virtual Privilege Switches

In PerspicuOS, the nested kernel and outer kernel share a single address space. Therefore, nested kernel operations are essentially function calls to nested kernel functions that are wrapped by entry and exit gates that (among other things) disable and enable the WP-bit. Virtual privilege switches occur when write-protection is disabled (which only occurs on nested kernel operations). In this section, we detail PerspicuOS entry and exit gates and describe the ways in which PerspicuOS ensures that the outer kernel does not gain control while write protections are disabled (enforcing I11, I13) and how the gates ensure that mediation functions execute (ensuring I4 and I5).

5.6.1 Nested Kernel Entry and Exit Gates

The nested kernel entry and exit gates ensure that there is a clear and protected privilege boundary between the nested kernel and the outer kernel. The routines depicted in Figures 5.2a and 5.2b perform the virtual privilege switch. The entry gate (Figure 5.2a) disables interrupts, turns off
entry:
pushfq
cli
mov %rax, -8(%rsp)
mov %rcx, -16(%rsp)
mov %rsp, %rcx
mov %cr0, %rax
and ~CR0_WP,%rax
mov %rax, %cr0
cli
mov PerCPUSecureStack,%rsp
push %rcx
mov -0x8(%rcx), %rax
mov -0x10(%rcx), %rcx

(a) Nested Kernel Entry Gate.

exit:
mov 0(%rsp), %rsp
push %rax
mov %cr0, %rax
1:  
or CR0_WP, %rax
mov %rax, %cr0
test CR0_WP, %eax
je 1b
pop %rax
popfq

(b) Nested Kernel Exit Gate.

Figure 5.2: Nested Kernel Virtual Privilege Switches

system-wide write protections, disables interrupts, and then switches to a secure nested kernel stack; the exit gate (Figure 5.2b) executes the reverse sequence. PerspicuOS by default disables interrupts while in operation; however, we include the second interrupt disable instruction to avoid instances where the outer kernel invokes interrupts that may corrupt internal nested kernel state.

5.6.2 Interrupts

PerspicuOS disables interrupts when executing in the nested kernel. Because the nested kernel is limited to a very small set of functionality, disabling interrupts is not expected to impact performance. Disabling interrupts simplifies the design of nested kernel operations because they can execute atomically: they do not need to contend with the possibility of being interrupted. However, long-running mediation functions may need to run with interrupts enabled—we leave supporting this feature as future work.

PerspicuOS must also ensure that the WP-bit is set whenever either a trap occurs or if the outer kernel directly invokes the WP-bit disable instruction and subsequently manages to execute
an interrupt prior to the second interrupt disable instruction. This is necessary because an attacker could feed inputs to a mediated function that causes it to generate a trap; if the handler runs in the outer kernel, it would be running with write-protection disabled. PerspicuOS protects against these attacks by isolating the x86-64 interrupt handler table (Intel, 2014), enforcing invariant I12, and configuring it to send all interrupts and traps through the nested kernel trap gate first—depicted in Figure 5.1; the nested kernel trap gate sets the WP-bit before transferring control to an outer kernel trap handler, following a similar loop as the exit gate starting at assembly label “I” in Figure 5.2b, thus enforcing invariant I11.

5.6.3 Nested Kernel Stack

To enforce invariant I13, PerspicuOS includes separate stacks for the nested kernel. Upon entry to the nested kernel, PerspicuOS saves the existing outer kernel stack pointer and switches to a preallocated nested kernel stack, as shown in Figure 5.2a. When exiting the nested kernel, PerspicuOS restores the original outer kernel stack pointer (Figure 5.2b).

5.6.4 Ensuring Write Mediation

By mapping the nested kernel code into the same address space as the outer kernel, PerspicuOS gains in efficiency on privilege switches; however, the outer kernel can directly jump to instructions that modify the protected state. For example, the outer kernel can target the instruction that writes to PTP entries, thus, bypassing the vMMU mediation. However, such a write will fail with a protection trap because the jump would have bypassed the entry gate, which is the only way to turn off the system-wide write protections enforced by the WP-bit (Figure 5.2a). In this way, PerspicuOS ensures that either mediation will occur or the system will detect a write violation.

5.7 Privileged Register Integrity

While the protections in Section 5.5 prevent the outer kernel from directly modifying privileged registers (e.g., CR0, CR3, IDTR), it is possible for the outer kernel to jump to instructions within the nested kernel that configure these registers. To protect against this, the nested kernel unmaps pages containing these instructions from the virtual address space when the outer kernel is executing and maps them only when needed. Invariants I6, protecting CR3, and I12, protecting IDTR, are enforced using this method because direct modification of these registers can allow the outer kernel to instantly gain control.

While this works for most privileged registers, it does not work for CR0 (to enforce I8) because the entry and exit gates must toggle write protections, and therefore the instruction to disable CR0 must be mapped into the same address space as the outer kernel. Therefore, the outer kernel could load a value into the RAX register and jump to the instruction in the entry and exit gates
that move RAX into CR0. Ideally, the entry and exit gates would use bit-wise OR and AND instructions with immediate operands to set and clear the WP-bit in CR0. Unfortunately, the x86-64 lacks such instructions; it can only copy a value in a general purpose register into a control register (Intel, 2014). Note that the protected instruction “mov %REG, %CR0” is only mapped at three code locations, the entry, exit, and trap gates.

Entry gates do not require verification of the value loaded to CR0 because the purpose of the entry gate is to disable the WP-bit; in contrast, exit and trap gates return control-flow to the outer kernel after modifying CR0. The exit and trap gates must therefore ensure that the WP-bit is enabled. To do so, PerspicuOS inserts a simple check and loop in the exit gate to ensure that the value of RAX has the WP-bit enabled, thus ensuring invariant I8. Since these are the only instances of writes to CR0 in the code, PerspicuOS ensures that outer kernel attacks cannot bypass write-protections by using these instructions.

In the x86-64 architecture, paging is enabled when the processor is in either protected mode with paging enabled (both PG-bit and PE-bit set) or long mode (PG, PE, PAE, and the LME bits set). To handle the situation where the outer kernel disables the PG-bit (regardless of whether the CPU is in long or protected mode), PerspicuOS configures the MMU so that the virtual address of the entry gate matches a physical address containing code that traps into the nested kernel. Therefore, enforcing invariant I9 whenever the PG-bit is disabled.

If either the PAE-bit or LME-bit are disabled while the CPU is in long mode a general protection fault occurs. Because the bits are not updated but instead a trap occurs, the write-protections continue to be enabled and do not require any other solution. According to the Intel Architecture Reference Manual, the PE-bit cannot be disabled unless the PG-bit is also disabled (Intel, 2014), which is handled by the previously described solution.

5.8 Preventing DMA Memory Writes

The nested kernel must also prevent DMA writes to protected memory. We require that the system have an IOMMU (AMD, 2006) that the nested kernel can use to ensure that DMA operations do not modify any pages protected by the nested kernel.

5.9 Limitations of the Implementation

We implemented PerspicuOS in FreeBSD 9.0. This section describes imitations of our implementation. We did not implement the IDT and IDTR protections. We believe that these will not impact performance as modern OS kernels rarely modify the IDT and IDTR. We ported all instances of writes to MSRs to ensure the NX bit is always set in EFER; however, we did not fully implement no-execute page permissions in the PTPs. We do not believe these will negatively impact perfor-
mance as the nested kernel already interposes on all MMU updates and sets other protection bits accordingly. We also implemented an offline scanner for the kernel binary; we have applied this to the entire core kernel but not to dynamically loaded kernel modules (this is a minor matter of engineering).

Our current implementation uses coarse-grained synchronization even though our evaluation is on a uni-processor. It uses a single nested kernel stack with a lock to protect it from concurrent access. We did not implement protections for DMA writes or enforce nested kernel control on SMI events; however, we do not believe they will negatively impact performance because these are rare events under normal operation. Last, we did not fully implement all features to enforce Invariant I6; however, we did implement code that updates a PTE and flushes the TLB to simulate mapping and unmapping the code that modifies \( CR3 \). We believe this faithfully represents the performance costs of the full solution.
Chapter 6

Intra-Kernel Write Protection Services

6.1 Write Protection Services API

By isolating the pMMU from the outer kernel, the nested kernel can fully enforce memory access control policies on any physical page in the system. For example, the nested kernel can write-protect all statically defined constant data or a subset of system call function pointers that never change at runtime. Therefore, the Nested Kernel Architecture provides a simple, robust API for specifying and enforcing such policies on kernel memory. The write-protection services API, listed in Table 6.1, comprises memory allocation and a data write function with an accompanying byte-granularity mediation policy.

Clients use the intra-kernel protection services to allocate regions of memory that are protected by and only written from nested kernel code. When an allocation is requested, either statically via \texttt{nk\_declare} or dynamically via \texttt{nk\_alloc}, the nested kernel initializes a write descriptor and allocates an associated memory region. The nested kernel also establishes the memory bounds for the region and sets the mediation callback function (as defined below) that implements the write-protection policy. The nested kernel returns to the client both the write descriptor and virtual address of the newly allocated write protected region, and finally, write-proTECTs all existing mappings to the physical pages containing the memory region.

Clients specify write-protection policies in the form of mediation functions. Mediation functions enforce the update policies for write-protected kernel objects, and are invoked by the nested kernel prior to any writes. One example of a simple mediation function is a no-write policy for constant data, with function body, \texttt{return false;} , which rejects all writes to the memory region. A more complex example is a write-once policy, such as described in Section 6.3.1, where the nested kernel initializes a bitmap for each byte in the allocated memory region, then upon an \texttt{nk\_write}, validates that the write is only made to memory not previously written. A significant value of the write-protection interface is that even in the absence of a mediation function (e.g., all writes to the object are permitted), the updates must use \texttt{nk\_write}, thus thwarting overwrites from memory corruption bugs.

Once a write descriptor, \texttt{nk\_wd}, is created, the outer kernel executes mediated writes via the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Selected Arguments</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nk_declare</td>
<td>mem_start, size, mediation_func</td>
<td>Marks all pages RO; initializes an NK write descriptor nk_wd; returns the nk_wd and the pointer to the region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk_alloc</td>
<td>size, mediation_func, nk_wd_p</td>
<td>Allocates memory region; invokes nk_declare on it; stores write descriptor in nk_wd; returns nk_wd and pointer to the region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk_free</td>
<td>nk_wd</td>
<td>Deallocates memory identified by nk_wd. Memory must have been allocated by nk_alloc. Freed pages can be reused only by a future nk_alloc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk_write</td>
<td>dest, src, size, nk_wd</td>
<td>Verifies write bounds; invokes mediation_func, if any; then copies size bytes from src to dest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Nested Kernel Write Protection API. nk_declare is for static allocation and nk_alloc is for dynamic allocation.

The nk_write function. nk_write operates similarly to a simple byte-level memory copy operation. nk_write performs two checks prior to executing the write: 1) it verifies that the write is within the boundary of the region specified by nk_wd, and 2) it invokes the mediation function, if any. By allowing clients to write only a subset of the memory region, the nested kernel allows protection of aggregate data types without requiring any knowledge about its fields. The interface also makes bounds checking fast by including the write descriptor for constant-time lookup of the descriptor information for the given region.

To fully support dynamically allocated memory, the nested kernel provides nk_free, which deallocates memory previously allocated by nk_alloc. Because an OS exploit could prematurely force nk_free to be called on a memory region and then attempt to store to it, any freed memory must be retained in protected memory, and so we design a simple interface that assumes the allocator is part of the nested kernel.

6.2 PerspicuOS Write Protection Services Implementation

PerspicuOS implements the Nested Kernel Architecture write protection API for write protecting data on physical pages that are marked solely for this purpose and implements the write descriptor instances at byte-level granularity to enable multiple concurrent uses of the write service on protected pages while isolating amongst each individual object. One of the primary challenges for implementing the nested kernel write protection services is to devise a method for conquering the protection granularity gap (Wang et al., 2009), specifically the issue of protecting data that is co-located on pages with non-protected data. The nested kernel interface can fully support in-place protections but would result in poor performance: each unprotected object would require a trap and emulate cycle. As such, we elected to focus on schemes that segregate protected data on distinct write-protected pages, separate from unprotected data.
6.2.1 Allocating Protected Data Structures

PerspicuOS presents the intra-kernel write-protection interface as described in Section 6 for allocating and updating write protected data structures. PerspicuOS establishes a predefined ELF memory region to protect global statically-defined data structures. Kernel developers declare write-protected data structures with a C macro that uses a special compiler directive to notify the linker to allocate the object into the specified region. The macro then registers the object into the write descriptor table along with the precomputed bounds and generates both the nk_wd and pointer to the region. PerspicuOS provides for dynamic allocation via the interface as described in Section 6. The shadow process list example uses this interface, which is described in Section 6.3.1.

One of the primary challenges of implementing the nested kernel write protection services is to devise a method for conquering the protection granularity gap (Wang et al., 2009), specifically the issue of protecting data co-located on pages with non-protected data. The nested kernel interface can fully support in-place protections but would result in poor performance: each unprotected object would require a trap and emulate cycle. Therefore, we modify the linker script to put this protected ELF region onto its own set of separate pages so that only write-protected data is placed in the region. At boot time, pages belonging to this protected ELF section are write-protected via MMU configuration to ensure the Nested Kernel Property for each of these data structures.

6.2.2 Mediation Functions

In an ideal nested kernel implementation, mediation functions would not be in the TCB. This would keep the TCB small regardless of the number of policies and would allow policies to be mutually distrusting. However, to simplify implementation, and to ensure that the mediation functions are executed prior to writes, mediation functions are incorporated into PerspicuOS’s TCB. In our evaluation of the write protection interface, we present a set of predefined trusted mediation functions (which, like the mediation functions in an ideal design, do not write to nested kernel memory).

6.3 Enforcing Intra-Kernel Security Policies

The Nested Kernel Architecture permits kernel developers to employ fundamental design principles such as least privilege and complete mediation (Saltzer and Schroeder, 1975). In this section, we explore several intra-kernel security policies enabled by the nested kernel. Our examples demonstrate the nested kernel’s ability to combat key mechanisms used by well-known classes of kernel malware such as rootkits (Kong, 2007).

We emphasize that our use cases do not completely solve specific high-level security goals (such as preventing rootkits from evading detection). However, they demonstrate specific key elements
for complete solutions. Developing complete solutions is part of our ongoing work.

6.3.1 Nested Kernel Write Mediation Policies

The nested kernel provides kernel developers with the ability to prevent or monitor memory writes at run-time. We illustrate three write-protection policies that this interface can enforce; each can be used for multiple security goals.

Write-Once Data

Several kernel data structures are written to only once, when they are initialized. Other structures are initialized to default values and are only changed once during operation (e.g., the system call table). Our interface can protect these data with very low overhead.

As such, PerspicuOS implements a simple, byte-granularity, write-once policy within the nested kernel. It is enforced by maintaining a bit-vector with one bit per byte, initialized to zeroes. When \texttt{nk_write} is called, it uses a mediation function that checks whether each bit is set for the memory to be modified; if all the bits are clear, it writes the data and marks those corresponding bits as being written.

We apply the write-once policy to protect the FreeBSD system call table by allocating the table within nested kernel-protected pages and selecting the write-once policy, guaranteeing that it can never be overwritten by malware after initialization. This application defends against kernel malware that “hook” system call dispatch by overwriting entries in the system call table to invoke exploit code (Kong, 2007), and could be extended to protect other key kernel code pointers.

Append-Only Data

Operating systems also have append-only data structures such as circular buffers and event logs. These data structures reside in ordinary kernel memory and are vulnerable to kernel exploits, making them unreliable for forensics use.

To protect such data structures, PerspicuOS implements an append-only write policy within the nested kernel. It is enforced by maintaining a “tail” pointer to a list structure within the nested kernel. Each call to \texttt{nk_write} increments the tail pointer to ensure that writes never overwrite existing data within the region. A stricter policy could ensure that no gaps exist between successive writes. A full solution must also be able to securely write the log to disk when full, which our prototype does not yet do.

We used this policy to implement a system call event logger that records system call entry and exit events in a statically allocated, append-only buffer. System call recording has been a popular target in both research systems (Honarmand et al., 2013; Pokam et al., 2013; Montesinos et al., 2009; Honarmand and Torrellas, 2014) and security monitoring applications (King and Chen, 2003;
Sharif et al., 2009; Hofmeyr et al., 1998; Mutz et al., 2006; Warrender et al., 1999; Payne et al., 2008; Garfinkel and Rosenblum, 2003). However, these systems are susceptible to attack (Wagner and Soto, 2002). By protecting the log buffer, we ensure that rootkits cannot hide traces of malicious system call events and strengthen security staffs’ ability to conduct forensics investigations after breakins. Further effort is required to write the logs out to another media for long term storage, and to defend against an attacker that spoofs security events.

**Write Logging**

A rootkit’s primary goal is to hide itself and malicious processes and files. Therefore, they often modify kernel data such as network counters, process lists, and system event logs (Kong, 2007). Some of these data are challenging to protect due to being co-located within large kernel data structures; others cannot be protected by simple write-once and append-only policies. However, the ability to reliably monitor writes to such data enables detection of all malicious modifications.

Therefore, we implement a general write-logging mechanism that records (and can later reconstruct) all writes to selected data structures. All calls to `nk_write` for a memory region declared with this policy record the range of addresses modified and the values written into the memory. Again, this buffer must be periodically written to disk.

As an example use case of the interface, we use write-logging to detect rootkits that attempt to hide processes by corrupting FreeBSD’s process list data structure: `allproc`. Instead of logging writes to `allproc` directly, we created a shadow `allproc` data structure that exactly mirrors the original list. Each shadow list entry contains a pointer back to the corresponding `allproc` entry, and any updates to the `allproc` list structure (e.g., unlinking a node) are also performed on the shadow list. More importantly, to fully hide the presence of a particular process from the kernel, the rootkit must use `nk_write` to remove the shadow entry from the shadow list (which is logged).

The logging of shadow list writes enables effective forensics. Security monitors can easily reconstruct the list updates and identify the prior existence of hidden processes. Moreover, we modified the `ps` program to query the shadow list instead of the `allproc` list so that the `ps` program can detect the presence of hidden processes.

**6.3.2 Kernel Hardening Properties**

The Nested Kernel Architecture can also realize several system security properties because it controls all virtual memory mappings in the system. One example is lifetime kernel code integrity (as Section 5.5 explains). This single use case effectively thwarts an entire class of kernel malware (namely code injection attacks). In addition to code integrity, PerspicuOS also marks memory pages as non-executable by default and enables superuser mode execution prevention of user-mode code and data. Even if commodity kernels use these hardware features, they cannot prevent malware
from disabling them. PerspicuOS, in contrast, enables these protections and prevents malicious code from disabling them.

PerspicuOS can also be used for any type of security monitor that inserts explicit calls into source code to ensure that the monitor both executes and is isolated from the untrusted code. For example, other research has used a Nested Kernel like security monitor to enforce: data-flow integrity protecting authorization and control-flow data in the kernel (Song et al., 2016); kernel code integrity (Azab et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2015); and partial memory safety (Azab et al., 2016; Intel, 2015). Other interesting future directions include: enforcing Kernel Code-Pointer Integrity (Kuznetsov et al., 2014), isolating measurement code to verify binary integrity, create a secure kernel record and replay system (Pokam et al., 2013; Honarmand et al., 2013; King and Chen, 2003), or even to create a secure execution environment (Criswell et al., 2014b).
Chapter 7

PerspicuOS Evaluation

The core contribution of PerspicuOS is to demonstrate a practical instance of the Nested Kernel design with respect to both implementation and performance costs and to reduce the amount of code in the TCB for modifying the MMU. Therefore, we evaluate PerspicuOS by investigating the impact on the TCB, FreeBSD porting effort, and performance overheads. We also investigate the results of the de-privileging scanner because the PerspicuOS single privilege level virtualization technique depends upon successfully generating an outer kernel without any protected instructions.

7.1 Experimental System Setup

We evaluated the overheads of PerspicuOS on a Dell Precision T1650 workstation with an Intel® Core™ i7-3770 processor at 3.4 GHz with 8 MB of cache, 16 GB of RAM, and an integrated PCIE Gigabit Ethernet card. Experiments requiring a network used a dedicated Gigabit ethernet network; the client machine on the network was an Acer Aspire Revo R3700 with an Intel® Atom™ D525 processor at 1.8 GHz with 2 GB of RAM. We evaluate five systems for each of our tests: the original (unmodified) FreeBSD system, the base PerspicuOS, and each of our three use cases: append-only, which is used for system call entry and exit recording; write-once, used for the system call table protection; and write-log, used for the shadow process list. The baseline for the syscall use case was the original FreeBSD modified so that it is logging system call entry and exit events.

7.2 Trusted Computing Base and Kernel Porting

The nested kernel requires porting existing functionality in a commodity kernel to use the nested kernel operations. Our port of FreeBSD to the Nested Kernel Architecture modified 52 files totalling ~1900 LOC changed, including comments. The vast majority of deleted lines were to configuration or build system files—ignoring these, only ~100 LOC were eliminated in the port. Code modifications were measured using Git change logs. We measure the number of lines in the nested kernel with the SLOCCount tool (Wheeler, 2015): the implementation consists of ~4000 C SLOC and ~800 assembly SLOC; the scanner was implemented in 248 python SLOC.
### Table 7.1: Privilege Boundary Crossing Costs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Privilege Boundary</th>
<th>Time (µsecs)</th>
<th>Time / NK Call</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NK Call</td>
<td>0.1390</td>
<td>1.00x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syscall</td>
<td>0.08757</td>
<td>0.62x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMCALL</td>
<td>0.5130</td>
<td>3.69x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 7.3 Code Scanning Results

To evaluate the feasibility of eliminating all instances of protected instructions from the outer kernel, we scanned our compiled kernels and subsequently used manual methods to eliminate all unaligned protected instructions. We found a total of 40 implicit instructions for writing to CR0 (2) and wrmsr (38). Most of these instances are due to constants embedded in the code used for relative addressing; therefore, we eliminated them by adjusting alignments, rearranging functions, and inserting nops. A few were due to particular sequences of arithmetic expressions; these were addressed by replacing them with equivalent computation. Finally, a small number of constants in the outer kernel code contained implicit instructions. These were addressed by replacing each constant with two others that were dynamically combined to create the equivalent value.

#### 7.4 Privilege Boundary Microbenchmark

To investigate the impact of different privilege crossings against the Nested Kernel Architecture approach, we developed a simple microbenchmark that evaluates the round trip cost into a null function for each privilege boundary: syscall, nested kernel call, and VMM call (hypercall).

For the syscall boundary experiment we used the syscall instruction to invoke a special system call added to the kernel that immediately returns. The VMM boundary cost experiment is performed using a guest kernel consisting solely of VMCALL instructions in a loop executing within a VMM modified to resume the guest immediately after this instruction traps to the VMM. The nested kernel cost experiment uses an empty function wrapped with the entry and exit gates as described in Section 5.6.1.

The microbenchmark performs each call one million times and reports total elapsed time. Each microbenchmark configuration was executed 5 times with negligible variance, and the computed average time per call is reported.

Our results, shown in Table 7.1, indicate that a nested kernel call is approximately 3.69 times less expensive than a hypercall, thus motivating the performance benefits of implementing the Nested Kernel Architecture at a single supervisor privilege level. User-mode to supervisor-mode calls are faster than nested kernel calls, which take approximately 1.59 times as long.
7.5 Operating System Microbenchmarks

To evaluate the effect that PerspicuOS has on system call performance, we ran experiments from the LMBench benchmark suite (McVoy and Staelin, 1996). Figure 7.1 shows the results for our four systems relative to the original FreeBSD. In most cases, our systems are, at most, 1.25 times slower relative to the baseline (unmodified) FreeBSD kernel. `mmap`, `fork+exit`, and `fork+exec`, however, exhibit higher execution time overheads of approximately 2.5 to 3 times. This is because these benchmarks stress the vMMU with several consecutive calls to set up new address spaces. Upon investigation, we identified a small set of functions that were responsible for most of this behavior, and preliminary experiments showed a reduction by more than 60% when converting these to batch operations. In the future, we plan to extend the nested kernel interface to allow for batch updates to the vMMU in order to reduce overheads for these operations.

We also observe that the write-once and write-log policies incur the same overheads as the base PerspicuOS system, whereas the append-only policy used for system call entry and exit recording incurs higher overheads. In fact, the worst relative overhead for this system is the `null syscall` benchmark; it occurs because each null system call makes two nested kernel operations calls.

7.6 Application Benchmarks

To evaluate the overheads on real applications, we measured the performance of the FreeBSD OpenSSH server, the Apache httpd server running on the PerspicuOS kernel, and a kernel compile.
We opted to use network servers as they exercise kernel functionality more heavily than many compute bound applications and are therefore more likely to be impacted by kernel overhead.

**OpenSSH Server:** For the OpenSSH experiments, we transferred files ranging from 1 KB to 16 MB in size from the server to the client. We transferred each file 20 times, measuring the bandwidth achieved each time. Figure 7.2 shows the average bandwidth overhead, relative to native, for each file size transferred. The maximum bandwidth reduction is 20% for 1 KB files. Transferring files above 64 KB in size has less than 2% reduction in bandwidth.

**Apache:** For the Apache experiments, we used Apache’s benchmark tool `ab` to perform 10000 requests using 32 concurrent connections over a 1Gbps network for file sizes ranging from 1 KB to 1 GB. We performed this experiment 20 times for each file size, and present the results in Figure 7.3. The experiment results reveal negligible, if any, overheads that are within the standard deviation error.

**Kernel Build:** The kernel build experiment cleaned and built a FreeBSD kernel from scratch for a total of 3 runs (the variance was virtually negligible). The worst run times are shown in Table 7.2. The results show an overhead of about 2.6% for the base PerspicuOS, system call table, and process list configurations; and an overhead of 3% for the system call entry/exit case.
Figure 7.3: Apache average bandwidth.
Chapter 8

Micro-evolution of Monolithic Design

The Nested Kernel Architecture is the first step towards a more secure and resilient operating system design that can be retrofitted directly into existing commodity systems as demonstrated by PerspicuOS. There are several key lessons that we learned in the process of designing and implementing PerspicuOS, the majority of which relate to the challenge of efficiently retrofitting the isolated MMU protection domain with minimal modifications to existing operating system code. We also discovered a new technique that virtualizes x86-64 supervisor privilege, presenting both a new minimal security kernel as well as a foundation with which to deploy efficient security monitors. Overall, we feel this reflects the first step in a micro-evolution of monolithic operating systems towards a more principled secure operating system design. In the rest of this chapter we describe the most important lessons we learned and discuss key ongoing and future work to continue the effort of a more resilient commodity operating system design.

8.1 Lessons Learned and Discussion

During the design and implementation of the Nested Kernel and PerspicuOS we learned several important lessons about implementation specific issues as well as the relation between the various artifacts and prior work. In this section we detail key lessons and takeaways.

8.1.1 Virtualizing Supervisor Privilege with the WP-bit

PerspicuOS demonstrates a new technique that alleviates the need for higher layers of hardware privilege to gain separation even on supervisor privileged code: restricting access to both CPU and memory state by using simple MMU configuration combined with easy to verify static code properties. This technique impacts both the portability and performance of the resulting solution. Early hierarchical operating system designs \( (e.g., \text{Multics (Organick, 1972)}) \) had multiple privilege levels; however, due to common hardware platforms only having two privilege levels \( (e.g., \text{Compaq Alpha and Silicon Graphics MIPS}) \), user and supervisor, operating system designers built their operating systems without any internal separation because the operating system would not be easily portable \( (\text{Russinovich et al., 2012}) \). In PerspicuOS, virtualizing the single privilege level
provides a tremendous benefit in portability in the Nested Kernel design and path to adoption, 
specially given that the layer of functionality is so minimal: only the MMU.

We believe that the technique introduced by PerspicuOS is unique in that it presents a solution 
that uses only the MMU combined with simple to verify binary code properties to gain isolation: 
presenting a mechanism that can be employed in gaining a layer of isolation for future systems. 
Additionally, using the WP-bit eliminates the need to flush the address translation cache on each 
invocation to the nested kernel, and therefore is more efficient than conventional boundary crossings. 
Finally, single privilege layer virtualization also has implications for applying similar techniques to 
VMMs such as Xen where no higher privilege layer exists: a key direction of future work.

8.1.2 Operating System Organizations

The Nested Kernel Architecture is one instance of what early operating system researchers called 
the “nucleus” of the system: a core component that provides the most primitive functionality and 
abstractions to service the larger operating system. The microkernel operating system design is 
one instance of such a nucleus and at first glance the Nested Kernel could be consider similarly; 
however, we argue that the Nested Kernel is an alternative of the same nucleus idea, which is 
distinct from the microkernel. The primary distinction between the Nested Kernel and a typical 
microkernel is that the nested kernel demonstrates an isolation layer of only the MMU, in contrast 
to a typical microkernel that provides address spaces, scheduling, and message passing.

Another key distinction that is a result of the Nested Kernel overall approach of retrofitting into 
monolithic kernels is that microkernels were originally designed as a service and abstraction layer 
for other operating systems, however, it was developed without any particular operating system in 
mind. In other words, at their invention microkernels were designed to support a wide variety of 
potential operating systems, which may be why they are larger than the Nested Kernel. In contrast 
the Nested Kernel is similarly a primitive nucleus but with a very specific type of operating system 
in mind: monolithic operating system. Because of this the Nested Kernel can be tailored much 
more specifically to the abstractions needed to seamlessly, or with minimal effort, integrate into 
monolithic operating system, while keeping the domains as minimal as possible, such as the case 
with our design choices of only encapsulating the last step of MMU modification in PerspicuOS. 
This has the added benefit of leveraging all the stability of a code base with such longevity of 
implementation and reliability as Mac OS X, Windows, and Linux while moving towards an overall 
architecture with strong resiliency through decomposition. As described by the ongoing work to 
extend the basic Nested Kernel services already published, the Nested Kernel and following work 
will develop and integrate a kernelized design into existing commodity monolithic operating systems.
8.1.3 Performance Sensitivity

Adding layers of security to any code base is going to result in performance degradation, which if unchecked would lead to an impractical option for commodity systems. As our experiments showed, if we had decided to utilize hardware virtualization extensions, the per nested kernel invocation costs would be 3.7 times worse than using the WP-bit. Therefore, the use of the WP-bit and single privilege level separation not only provides a new virtualization technique but also an efficiently performing choice.

8.1.4 Nesting in the Linear Address Space

One of the biggest challenges of decomposing an existing code base is the cost in terms of code modifications. And thus one of the fundamental design decisions was to maintain as much as possible the linear address space, and nest the higher privilege state within the traditional monolithic address-space: in standard operating system parlance, separating addressing from protection. The result is that code outside the nested kernel can still read the protected state without any modifications to memory layout or calls into supervisor code, and only requires entrance into the nested kernel on writes to PTPs, which is a minimal subset of the operating system in the first place. Of course when adding confidentiality these properties may seem less viable, however, when employing confidentiality the kernel designer wants to minimize access, employing least privilege, and therefore external access should be minimal.

8.1.5 The Protection Granularity Gap

A common problem known as the protection granularity gap (Wang et al., 2009) presents itself in the Nested Kernel Architecture write-protection interface. The problem is that memory protections could be defined for only a subset of an entire page of memory; thus, all writes to non-write protected memory on that page will trap. To handle this the Nested Kernel Architecture suggests incorporating a memory allocation scheme that bundles write protected objects into pages set aside for write protection purposes, thereby, avoiding costly trap and emulate to update mixed data pages. Chapter 6 presented such an allocation scheme for both statically and dynamically allocated objects, including examples of its use.

8.1.6 Bridging the Semantic Gap

A common security solution is to use higher privilege components, typically referred to as a security monitor, to enforce secure properties on the monolithic operating system. Examples include code integrity or trust measurements of signed applications (Payne et al., 2008; Sharif et al., 2009; Seshadri et al., 2007), however, existing solutions typically use VMM isolation, which beyond performance has issues of the semantic gap, namely that the data structures in the kernel are not
known to the hypervisor. The co-design technique that we employ in the Nested Kernel allows full semantic knowledge of all operating system internal objects and therefore no semantic gap problem. The reason why Nested Kernel conquers this problem is not due to the single privilege level, but rather due to the co-design of the security monitor with the operating system kernel itself.

8.2 Ongoing and Future Work

This dissertation has presented the first step towards a new type of monolithic operating system organization, the Nested Kernel Architecture, that adheres to the fundamental design principles of secure information systems. The overarching theme is to micro-evolve commodity operating system design so that microkernel like properties are incrementally retrofitted in-situ in commodity monolithic operating systems. The Nested Kernel has achieved the first step in this direction by retrofitting an isolated protection mechanism and abstraction layer with which to enforce memory and CPU isolation. However, there are several challenging questions that remain, namely how do we decompose existing large monolithic code bases systematically to apply the principles of least privilege? And once we have decomposition policies, how do we efficiently modify the code to adhere to that separation policy while minimally impacting performance? The problem is that of logical separation and runtime protection efficiently and at scale, which is the focus of ongoing research.

Orthogonal and equally important questions arise with respect to specialized security enhancements that defend against particular external attacks. Amongst these include investigating and enhancing PerspicuOS’s security by exploring formal verification and type safe implementations, end-to-end security hardening policies such as control-flow integrity or partial memory safety for specific data, and applications of Nested Kernel to cloud environment to investigate 1) security of new containerization technologies, specifically Docker, as well as 2) applying Nested Kernel to decompose popular VMM’s. In the rest of this section we detail ongoing work with respect to general purpose, systematic, fine-grained decomposition and protection of intra-kernel components.

8.2.1 Opportunistic Privilege Separation

Separation and protection within monolithic operating systems is necessary to defend against persistent kernel threats (e.g., rootkits) as well as typical memory corruption and control-flow hijacking attacks. In ongoing work we investigate two key questions: 1) how to logically decompose monolithic operating systems (policy) and 2) the abstractions that capture and enforce that decomposition as well as their performance in a real operating system (mechanisms).

First, meaningful decomposition must be general purpose and easily applied, therefore we propose a new decomposition technique called opportunistic privilege separation, which asserts that popular monolithic operating systems have naturally occurring separation despite the inability to fully isolate. We propose that this natural modularity can be opportunistically employed to par-
partition monolithic operating systems into many smaller sized protection domains. In opportunistic privilege separation, kernel objects are logically and automatically partitioned into separate protection domains, and legitimate sharing of data between domains is learned by dynamic tracing to identify valid instances and managed by a runtime monitor.

Second, we introduce microsegmentation, which separates addressing and protection: all kernel objects are uniquely addressed within the single linear address space but access is only permitted based upon the currently executing protection domain—we enforce protections by extending the Nested Kernel and using traditional page-based protection mechanisms. A protection domain is defined by two features: the currently executing thread and the unique kernel code execution point (IP). This allows us to define separation policies based upon the user-level thread the kernel is operating on behalf-of, as well as a spatial partitioning of kernel code regions. An example of a spatial domain in Linux is the cryptographic module, which by definition should be well isolated so that only one domain has access to private keys. An example of a temporal domain is a set of processes working closely together but separate from all other processes in the system, which is common in cloud environments such as with Docker.

To minimize decomposition modifications to existing kernel code, the opportunistic privilege separation design modifies existing kernel allocators to permit allocation to specific microsegments, which are mutually exclusive regions of the linear address space: each unique protection domain has its own set of microsegments. When an allocation is flagged as going to a microsegment the allocator introspects the protection domain from the current thread and spatial code segment. This allows for expressive separation policies that capture traditional globally accessible allocations as well as allocations depending on one or both of the thread and code segment.

Protection is enforced by swapping mappings to microsegments on protection domain switches. Controlled sharing is permitted by allowing external protection domains to write to kernel objects and trapping into a security monitor for accesses to mapped out microsegments. On trapping the monitor checks an access control policy for that particular object as learned by the first phase of opportunistic privilege separation. Lastly, our system controls spatial protection domain entry by using in-lined protection-domain switches (similar to the technique used by PerspicuOS). The goal of these techniques is present an incrementally-deployable separation of commodity monolithic kernels.

The opportunistic privilege separation is ongoing research. We have currently developed a kernel memory access pattern tracing tool that tracks modifications to all objects in the Linux kernel. We are collecting and analyzing data in order to learn what naturally occurring boundaries exist within the Linux kernel.
Chapter 9

Return-to-Sender: Enforcing Full System Return Integrity with Microarchitectural SecRets

One of the most predominant and persistent threats to all C based systems is that of code-reuse attacks, and in particular return-oriented programming. Our work on KCoFI (Criswell et al., 2014a) addressed this issue by employing a technique called control-flow integrity (CFI) that restricts operating system control-flow to only those statically valid flows. Unfortunately, the security policy used in KCoFI was imprecise and thus susceptible to compromise. Enforcing the most precise policy is feasible using either KCoFI or the Nested Kernel for isolation; however, doing so would come at great cost in performance as the frequency of privilege boundary crossings is high for interacting with protected return addresses. Therefore, in addition to providing a new protection mechanism via the Nested Kernel Architecture this dissertation also addresses the challenge of enforcing integrity of full system return control-flows, a policy call kernel-return integrity.¹

The system presented here, SecRet, defends against return-oriented programming and return-address overwriting by enforcing a context-sensitive function return policy. SecRet does so by embedding an on chip call stack that is automatically updated on function calls and implicitly used for returns. One of the challenges with defending against kernel level return-oriented programming attacks is that the SecRet Stack must be virtualized to allow for stack depth larger than the on-chip buffer, as well as to support multi-threading: the implication being that, while paged off the chip, call stacks are stored in main memory and thus modifiable by an attacker. SecRet isolates this memory using a specialized hardware isolation mechanism that is retrofitted to existing hardware designs. In this chapter we present SecRet, including the specific motivation, problem definition, general system design, and contributions.

9.1 Introduction: Problem and Overview

Operating systems are assumed to be trustworthy, and because they operate with absolute authority within our computing systems, they must live up to that expectation. Unfortunately, commodity

¹I collaborated on SecRet with Matthew Hicks who is responsible for the FPGA and Arm Cortex-M0+ prototype implementations, evaluations, and writing sub-sections. Matthew also aided in overall editing and review of the chapters in this Part (III).
operating systems are implemented in memory unsafe languages leading to memory corruption vulnerabilities, which attackers use to hijack system execution (Szekeres et al., 2013; Perla and Oldani, 2010; Argyroudis, 2010; LMH, 2006; Kemerlis et al., 2012; Starzetz and Purczynski, 2004; BID, 2014; Cook, 2013a,b; Sowa, 2013). Furthermore, operating systems are more susceptible to attack than a typical application due to their large code base (Tanenbaum et al., 2006), and since they are the apogee of system authority successful attacks eliminate all security guarantees on the system, even by otherwise secure user applications. For our computing systems to be protected we must provide effective mitigations to operating system memory corruption and control-flow hijacking attacks.

One of the most appealing mitigations to control-flow hijack attacks is to prevent execution of malicious code by limiting system behavior to pre-computed control flows (Kiriansky et al., 2002). Static Control-Flow Integrity (CFI), as originally proposed by Abadi et al. (Abadi et al., 2009), restricts control-flow transfers to locations as predicted by the program’s control-flow graph (Wagner and Dean, 2001; Wagner, 2000; Giffin et al., 2004, 2002; Abadi et al., 2009). Both KCoFI (Criswell et al., 2014a) and HyperSafe (Wang and Jiang, 2010) enforce static CFI for system level code, and when composed with kernel code integrity and data execution prevention ($W \oplus X$), KCFI is generally believed to provide a comprehensive control-flow hijack defense.

Unfortunately, static CFI eschews key characteristics about function returns that are only dynamically available. Specifically, static CFI identifies the set of valid return locations of a function as all callers in the statically compiled source code: for example, popular functions, such as printf, have a myriad of statically valid callers but only one dynamically valid return location. In contrast, a fundamentally more precise and restrictive CFI policy, context-sensitive return integrity, is to restrict returns to the dynamic caller (Giffin et al., 2004; van der Veen et al., 2015): a point supported by Abadi et al. (Abadi et al., 2009) as well as recent research by Carlini et al. that demonstrates “evidence that CFI without a shadow stack is broken.” (Carlini et al., 2015) (shadow stacks are a popular approach to enforcing context-sensitive function returns (McGregor et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2003; Ozdoganoglu et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2002; Sinnadurai et al., 2008; Kayaalp et al., 2012)). We conclude that unless existing mitigations make a radical departure from statically derived CFI policies they will remain fundamentally exploitable by control-flow hijacking attacks and undermine all solutions based on CFI. The implication of this finding is that existing operating system CFI approaches, KCoFI (Criswell et al., 2014a) and HyperSafe (Wang and Jiang, 2010), and furthermore all CFI based mitigations, are unsuitable to defend against common return path violation exploits (Cheng et al., 2014; Pappas et al., 2013; Zhang and Sekar, 2013; Fratric, 2012; Carlini and Wagner, 2014; Davi et al., 2014b; Göktas et al., 2014; Göktas et al., 2014; Bittau et al., 2014; Snow et al., 2013; Offensive Security, 2014; Kemerlis et al., 2012, 2014).

To address limitations of existing kernel CFI systems, and thereby enhance existing forward control-flow CFI techniques so that they provide a complete defense, we present SecRet, the first
microarchitectural context-sensitive full system return integrity mechanism, hardware or software, that mitigates return based operating system exploits by enforcing kernel-return integrity (KRI). SecRet hardware dynamically records return-to-sender control-flow targets to an on-chip secure return address stack buffer called the SecRet buffer and supports multi-threading with the first hardware mechanism that detects thread creation and context-switching. SecRet Stacks are managed by a small firmware component that pages inactive stacks to a hardware-isolated subset of main memory. The effect of our approach is the complete removal of software modifiability of return addresses, which effectively enforces operating system “return-to-sender” semantics.

While previous secure return address approaches (McGregor et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2003; Ozdoganoglu et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2002; Kayaalp et al., 2012) are context-sensitive and in-hardware, they only support user level function return integrity (which is also the case for compiler split stack approach SafeStack (Kuznetsov et al., 2014)), and are thus susceptible to operating system memory corruption exploits. In contrast, SecRet introduces several microarchitectural techniques that bridge the semantic gap between hardware and software to transparently manage all protected stack operations: synchronize SecRet Stacks with their corresponding software stacks by detecting thread creation and context switching, isolate paged return data from operating system memory access, and detect and record dynamic return locations for system level events (e.g., interrupts).

Moreover, we evaluate the feasibility of SecRet by prototyping the design in an FPGA (OR1200 (Lampret et al., 2014)): the first full-system real-hardware implementation of any hardware-assisted shadow stack design, that we know of. The FPGA prototype ensures KRI on both function- and system-level return types. SecRet, with a hardware buffer of 8 entries, adds approximately 6% area and less than 1% performance overheads and boots Linux with only two minor changes (which would be unnecessary with the implementation of SecRet software exception handling instructions as presented Section 9.4.5), while supporting 20 separate SecRet Stacks with an average nested depth of 12.

We also address key, but previously unexplored, compatibility issues required for any hardware-assisted shadow stack to be applicable to operating systems and deployable in practice. Specifically, SecRet considers returns under exceptional control-flows: signal delivery, longjmp, and try/catch (e.g., C++ exceptions), none of which are properly handled by previous work. First, SecRet presents new hardware detectors to transparently detect and manage operating system signal delivery and return. Second, we identify that several existing hardware-assisted shadow stack approaches do not correctly address setjmp/longjmp or software exception handling, and that the primary approach to solving setjmp/longjmp, called long distance returns, may lead to unique security violations not present in coarse-grain static CFI.

We address these issues by extending SecRet with four new software exception handling instructions that accomplish two tasks: 1) properly synchronize the SecRet Stack on longjmp and try/catch exceptions and 2) enforce software exception handling CFI—thereby defending a com-
mon and powerful attack vector (Checkoway et al., 2010). We implement an x86-64 emulator (Pintool (Luk et al., 2005)) of SecRet and the software exception handling instructions, including compiler modifications to emit one of the instructions, and evaluate compatibility with the LLVM (Lattner and Adve, 2004) test-suite-3.4 (LLVM, 2014), passing 460/461 compiling tests. This evaluation not only demonstrates the efficacy of our software exception handling design, but also presents a much deeper compatibility study for hardware-assisted shadow stacks in general, demonstrating diverse findings such as compatibility with interpreters like Lua and Python.

Finally, we investigate SecRet’s architectural compatibility and security protections. Specifically, in addition to the FPGA and Pintool prototypes we implement an ARM-M0+ simulation of SecRet Stack operations (excluding software exception handling support). We demonstrate user level security by evaluating SecRet against the RIPE attack benchmark (Wilander et al., 2011)—a framework for evaluating user level CFI protection mechanisms, and defend against all return based overwriting attacks.

Overall, our prototypes explore the boundary of the necessary support to completely remove return abstractions from software. These new mechanisms not only protect operating systems from traditional control-flow hijacking attacks, but also protect applications from an attacker using the operating system or any higher privileged software as a conduit to violate return control-flow integrity.

In summary our contributions include:

- The first microarchitectural context-sensitive KRI mechanism, SecRet, that protects user and kernel return addresses from operating system memory corruption attacks while bridging the semantic gap.
- The first that we know of full FPGA implementation of any hardware-assisted shadow stack system, and evaluate its compatibility, area overheads, and performance.
- ISA extensions and compiler prototypes that securely integrate software exception handling with context-sensitive function returns, which also enforces `setjmp/longjmp` and presents the first such solution for `try/catch` CFI.
- We demonstrate the compatibility of SecRet design with two diverse architectures, OR1200 FPGA and an ARM-M0+ simulator.
- We evaluate for the first time compatibility of the context-sensitive return policy and SecRet software exception handling instructions with a large corpus of existing software including Linux boot, scripting languages, and successful execution of 460/461 unique benchmarks from the LLVM test suite infrastructure.
9.2 Background and Motivation

In general, the goal of an attacker is to coerce the attacked system into unindented behavior, with the most powerful attacks allowing full attacker controlled execution with the authority of the exploited process: control-flow hijacking attacks. In this section we detail key elements of control-flow hijack attacks, present the security policy, kernel-return integrity, that SecRet uses to mitigate return based attacks, and describe related state-of-the-art mitigations.

9.2.1 Why Full System Return Integrity?

Control-flow hijack attacks operate by exploiting memory corruption vulnerabilities to either modify existing code in place and/or modify code-pointers to target attacker controlled operations. Return control flows are a fundamental element of ensuring control flow integrity. Return addresses are critical to protect and often targeted by attackers because 1) all instances are indirect in contrast to forward control-flow transfers even if static analysis can determine some are direct, 2) they occur with high frequency not only at runtime but also in the static code, 3) return addresses are typically in well known locations, i.e., stack memory region, and 4) return addresses enable ROP. Consequently, function returns are consistently employed by control-flow hijack attacks, being used as both an entry point to divert control flow (One, 1996; van der Veen et al., 2012; Szekeres et al., 2013) and as the enabling mechanism for return-oriented programs for both user level and operating system exploits (Shacham, 2007; Roemer et al., 2012; Carlini and Wagner, 2014; Davi et al., 2014b; Göktas et al., 2014; Göktas et al., 2014).

Not only is kernel-return integrity a significant and challenging property for operating systems, substantial evidence supports the need for composing context-sensitive function returns with other mitigations to achieve effective defenses against all control-flow hijack attacks. We know from security literature that in general, systematic defenses to kernel and user level control-flow hijack attacks require a combination of protections: code execution integrity ($W \oplus X$)—to defend against code injection; integrity of forward control-flows—e.g., jmp, call, signal delivery, longjmp; and return control-flows—traditional function level returns as well as system level returns like returns-from-interrupts. Return integrity is one of the most challenging because it requires the full isolation and protection of return data, but that data is modified frequently. Several existing popular approaches depend upon efficient support of context-sensitive function return including: the original CFI work by Abadi et al., CPI and SafeStack, KCoFI, and many more. Furthermore, it is typical for CFI solutions to assume $W \oplus X$, for example the original CFI and CPI do so, and we contend that the same is true of breaking CFI into the constituent forward control-flow and return control-flow mitigations. Lastly, we argue that the integration of context-sensitive function return approaches, as

---

2We distinguish return-oriented programming (ROP) from jump-oriented programming (JOP) and always specifically use ROP to denote methods using the return-based mechanisms to execute arbitrary code.
Control-Flow Type | Policy
---|---
return-from-function | Context-sensitive return
return-from-interrupt | Context-sensitive return
return-from-signal | Record valid thread return location prior to signal
return-from-context-switch | Ensure proper SecRet Stack on context-switches
return-from-longjmp (SEH) | Return to any setjmp frame on the SecRet Stack while synchronizing SecRet Stack
return-from-unwind (SEH) | Return to closest nested catch block matching the SEH landing pad while synchronizing SecRet Stack

Table 9.1: Kernel Return Integrity: types of return path protections enforced.

exemplified by both CFI and CPI, with forward control-flow mitigations suggests the compatibility and suitability of combining SecRet with alternative forward control-flow CFI techniques.

### 9.2.2 Microarchitectural Kernel Return Integrity

SecRet enforces the kernel-return integrity (KRI) policy, which provides control-flow integrity for a subset of system level indirect control flow transfers: protect all return path operations as presented in Table 9.1. Specifically, KRI starts with the model of protecting straight line, uninterrupted program execution such that all function calls return-to-sender, which is the traditional context-sensitive return control-flow policy as enforced by shadow stacks (Abadi et al., 2009). However, in SecRet this policy is enforced for the entire system, which differs from those enforced by related hardware-assisted shadow stack approaches (McGregor et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2003; Ozdoganoglu et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2002; Kayaalp et al., 2012). Additionally, although KCoFI (Criswell et al., 2014a) and HyperSafe (Wang and Jiang, 2010) enforce CFI for operating system function returns, SecRet provides context-sensitive protections instead of the static CFI policy, and furthermore, SecRet transparently protects all software return integrity, including for all applications.

Beyond function returns, KRI supports return integrity for system level events, most of which cannot be statically derived because the data is only present at runtime: thus, by definition KRI for kernel level returns is context-sensitive. KCoFI (Criswell et al., 2014a) introduced the particular types of control-flows that must be protected for kernel CFI, including return-from-interrupt and return-from-signal, however, KCoFI manages context switching and therefore by design ensures proper stack selection. In contrast, SecRet protects the same control-flow operations but does so using hardware detectors.
These policies realize full system context-sensitive KRI; however, they will reject exceptional control-flows. Therefore, SecRet also considers policies that enable secure exceptional control flows: setjmp/longjmp and try/catch software exception handling (SEH)—we refer to both of these as SEH. First we restrict longjmp control-flow transfers to target only valid previously inserted setjmp stack frames (setjmp/longjmp operation is described in Section 9.4.5). Due to the dynamic nature of setjmp the most precise policy that we can achieve is to allow control-flow to return to any on stack setjmp location, thereby rejecting longjmp targets of frames that have been removed from the stack, which is considered an undefined behavior by language specifications (e.g., C90, C99). Second we enforce that try/catch SEH, those using unwind operations to return to the catch block, only targets legitimate previously invoked try/catch locations: the specification for try/catch exception handling (Samuel, A; LLVM) requires that the closest matching nested catch block be targeted thereby restricting exceptions from jumping over a matching catch block—note that this may jump over non-matching landing pads.

The last significant aspect of the SEH-CFI policies that we enforce is that they have the added contribution of protecting the forward-flow transfers of their respective CFI targets. Therefore, these policies defend against forward flow attacks using either setjmp/longjmp or try/catch SEH.

9.2.3 Exploit Mitigations

SecRet prevents kernel control-flow hijack attacks by enforcing kernel-return integrity using complete hardware isolation—eliminating the abstraction of independent returns. In this review we discuss kernel CFI approaches and stack protection approaches. Due to their probabilistic nature we do not consider randomization or time based detection techniques, but readers are encouraged to review recent systematization of knowledge papers on the broader related work (van der Veen et al., 2012; Szekeres et al., 2013).

Kernel CFI

Total-CFI (Prakash et al., 2013) enforces a weak variant of kernel-return integrity, that was independently proposed in 2013: it detects new threads and processes to create a shadow stack that enforces context-sensitive function returns, enforces return integrity for signals, enforces forward-flow integrity, and enforces long distance returns for software exception handling. However, Total-CFI, depends upon hard coded information about the kernel to successfully detect and enforce context-sensitive function return integrity for threads, employs imprecise policies for both system level returns (interrupts and signals) and software exception handling, is designed for Qemu making it a virtual machine monitor based solution, and has average overhead between 6 – 19%. In contrast, SecRet introduces a complete software transparent thread detector that uses physical pages to match the SecRet Stack with each thread without any operating system information, is implemented in an FPGA and ARM based prototypes, and provides strict CFI for signals and software
exception control-flows.

**User Mode Function Level Return Integrity** In order to protect return integrity for operating systems, return addresses must be made immutable from dynamic modification. There are several approaches that successfully provide these protections for user level code by using either a shadow or split stack; however, absolutely none of the existing mitigations—including software shadow stacks (Cowan et al., 1998; Frantzen and Shuey, 2001; Abadi et al., 2009; Prasad and Chiueh, 2003; Chiueh and Hsu, 2001; Giffin et al., 2002), hardware shadow stacks (McGregor et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2003; Ozdoganoglu et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2002; Kayaalp et al., 2012), or split stack approaches (Kuznetsov et al., 2014)—provide return address integrity for operating system code. The same is true of other hardware based protection mechanisms (Crandall and Chong, 2004; Corliss et al., 2005; Davi et al., 2015); specifically, HAIFIX registers active functions as they are called and restricts returns to call-preceded locations in the set of active functions: a similar policy to long distance returns (Davi et al., 2014a, 2015); in contrast, SecRet enforces context-sensitive function returns, is faster (>2x), and also enforces kernel-return integrity. DISE (Corliss et al., 2005), independent from our work, identified that the long distance returns for *longjmp* handling creates incompatibilities, may lead to security compromise, and proposed a similar solution to handling *longjmp* SEH as SecRet; however, SecRet presents examples of these problems, uses new instructions to support SEH CFI as opposed to a prototype dynamic instruction rewriting technique of DISE, and also introduces a solution for *try/catch* SEH. The primary limitation to all these approaches is a lack of memory isolation for return address data while it is off the chip, and that they only address user level function return integrity: in contrast, SecRet introduces novel hardware design and implementation that not only enforces kernel-return integrity but completely removes the abstraction of independent returns from all software, completely redefining the hardware software boundary.

### 9.3 Threat Model and Assumptions

We assume the following threat model, which is similar to those used in prior work (Carlini et al., 2015; Criswell et al., 2014a): the operating system is not malicious but may contain vulnerabilities, just as user mode software; an attacker that can arbitrarily modify unprivileged processor state (e.g., registers and cache) and memory—including return addresses on the traditional stack, and interrupted program state; the SecRet stack management firmware is free of any vulnerabilities. Additionally, we assume that an attacker may try and violate control-flow through the use of *setjmp/longjmp* or language level exceptions. Note that by itself, SecRet does not defend against code injection, non-control data attacks (Chen et al., 2005) or jump-oriented program (JOP) attacks (Checkoway et al., 2010), we propose to address these concerns in future work (Section 11).
We also do not address availability attacks where an attacker might attempt to exhaust the SecRet resources.

### 9.4 SecRet Design

The goal of SecRet is to implement a microarchitectural context-sensitive kernel return integrity mechanism: the end result of our design process is the first approach that completely isolates return addresses from the entire software stack, including the operating system, and even CPU buffers (*i.e.*, caches and TLBs). Specifically, SecRet bridges the semantic gap between hardware and software to transparently associate SecRet Stacks to their corresponding software thread and manages all SecRet Stacks in hardware isolated memory. Additionally, SecRet allows legitimate exceptional control-flow behaviors while preserving SecRet Stack integrity.

#### 9.4.1 Design Principles

In order to make SecRet practical, lightweight, and feasible for inclusion into commodity systems we present the following guiding principles:

**Minimal CPU Modifications**  SecRet should require as minimal core CPU changes as possible to both ease the path to adoption and to avoid impacting critical CPU space resources normally
used for elements such as on chip caches.

Architecture Independent Many architectures have been shown to be susceptible to ROP attacks (Shacham, 2007); we believe that any hardware-based solution should apply to a diverse set of architectures.

Absolute Dynamic Return Integrity Static policies for managing control-flows continue to be circumventable. Therefore, we select the most precise policy: context-sensitive returns.

Microarchitectural Complete Isolation Software continues to be vulnerable. Therefore, we prioritize full isolation, including from indirect control of operating system, and once that is achieved investigate secure methods to handle exceptional control-flows.

Performance If SecRet’s protections are costly in terms of added hardware or increased software run times, no one will use it. Furthermore, given the rise of ROP and the need for context-sensitive returns, hardware presents the most secure and performant option.

Explicit Interfaces for Compatibility By fully isolating SecRet Stacks, we provide rich protection guarantees, but at the cost of compatibility. Therefore, SecRet includes controlled, well defined interfaces to maintain compatibility while enforcing return integrity: a critical feature for practical deployability.

9.4.2 System Overview

SecRet transparently enforces kernel-return integrity by interposing on all control-flows that could either directly or indirectly violate return integrity, including function call returns as well as bi-directional returns between system and user level code. SecRet, therefore, decomposes into single-threaded, non-system interactive functionality, function return integrity, and multi-threaded operations, system return integrity, where SecRet ensures return integrity when dealing with system level events such as context-switches, interrupts, and thread creation. SecRet, as depicted in Figure 9.1, realizes these two sets of functionality by adding two new microarchitecture elements to the CPU, the SecRet buffer and associated SecRet Stack pointer register (SSP in the diagram), and extends existing exception handling hardware infrastructure with signals to handle SecRet Stack related events. SecRet firmware comprises the exception handlers and memory for storing inactive SecRet Stacks. The figure depicts the SecRet Stack with 4 pushed frames including a setjmp frame and invoke frame: the frame type is indicated by the flag in the entry. The exception handler decodes and delivers all SecRet exceptions to their respective handlers, which includes both single-threaded and multi-threaded exceptions. Finally, we add instruction set architecture (ISA) extensions to enable correct execution of exceptional control-flows: setjmp/longjmp and try/catch SEH.
9.4.3 Function Return Integrity

Automatic SecRet Stack Operation  SecRet modifies function call and return instruction logic to automatically interact with the SecRet Stack. Figure 9.2 presents the microarchitecture design for the SecRet Stack. Function calls and returns push/pop return addresses to SecRet buffer as any typical stack, except for when encountering any software exception handling frames on the stack where each SEH frame is popped until the next normal return address. Other than during call operations the SecRet Stack pointer register always points to the top of the stack (least recently pushed return address) or to a reserved stack entry of -1 if the stack is empty. If the address from the SecRet Stack does not match the address from the software’s stack then a memory corruption error has occurred: SecRet issues a mismatch exception to be handled by SecRet Stack firmware, which can be silently ignored or since a violation has been detected, to address it accordingly. SecRet leaves policy decisions on how to handle these types of violations to the system designer.

Managing the SecRet Buffer  Because hardware is finite, the SecRet buffer may overflow if the nested function call depth exceeds the buffer size. On a full condition, SecRet establishes an overflow signal that invokes the SecRet pager, which copies \( N \) items off the bottom of the stack (oldest return addresses) to the top of the paged SecRet Stack in hardware-protected system memory. Then, the firmware moves the remaining hardware stack entries \((Stack Size - N)\) down to the bottom of the in-hardware stack and adjusts the stack pointer accordingly. This creates free space at the top of the in-hardware stack, while preserving return address ordering.

Underflows occur when software attempts a return, but the SecRet Stack is empty. In this case, SecRet uses an underflow signal to invoke the SecRet pager. The firmware moves \( M \) items from the top of the in-memory stack to the top of the in-hardware stack (preserving order). The firmware finishes by adjusting both in-hardware and in-memory pointers accordingly. If a stack empty condition occurs and there are no swapped-out entries in firmware memory, then SecRet firmware treats this condition as a violation of its security policy: handling depends on if system-level or application-level protections are deployed (SecRet supports both) and is a system designer decision.
Memory Isolation  SecRet isolates the SecRet buffer from performance buffers, like the data cache, to eliminate the potential for return address corruption in those general-purpose structures. To accomplish this separation, the SecRet buffer only changes state through calls (pushes an address), returns (pops an address), and when the firmware is running. Right before the processor passes control to SecRet’s firmware, it disables both the instruction and data cache, as well as the MMU. These precautions prevent both corruption attacks and control-flow attacks that emanate from general-purpose hardware buffers. SecRet’s in-hardware stack is isolated from general-purpose in-hardware buffers, but to prevent return addresses corruption while they are paged out to main memory, SecRet firmware operates in physically-isolated system memory. To achieve this isolation, SecRet includes hardware logic checks that the target address of any load or store instruction comes from an address inside the isolated region of memory. Note that these protections have the added benefit of isolating user level return data from operating system exploits.

9.4.4 System Return Integrity

SecRet must automatically detect particular software state changes to bridge the semantic gap. Bridging the semantic gap allows SecRet to avoid depending on the operating system for any information related to tracking new stack creation as well as associating SecRet Stacks with their corresponding software stacks. Otherwise, the operating system could indirectly tamper with return integrity by coercing SecRet into using the wrong SecRet Stack to either launch a complex return-oriented programming attack or corrupt control-flow to launch a denial of service attack.

Thread Creation and Context Switches

In order to detect and handle both thread creation and context switching simultaneously, SecRet adds hardware logic that continuously monitors the stack pointer. Specifically, SecRet looks for when the stack pointer jumps from one physical page to another physical page\(^3\). When SecRet detects a cross-page jump, it first saves the in-hardware stack to the in-memory stack for the current thread. Then, it looks to see if the physical page address of the destination stack pointer exists in a list of physical pages of any of the threads that SecRet is already tracking. Each thread has a stack and each stack has an associated list of physical pages that comprise that stack. If the physical page is found to be associated with an existing thread, SecRet sets that thread (and its stack) as active and loads \(M\) elements from the in-memory stack into the in-hardware stack. If the physical page is not found, SecRet creates a new thread and adds the physical page as the first item in the list of pages for the newly created thread. SecRet, is able to transparently handle both \texttt{fork} and \texttt{fork-exec} style process creation events, as well as user level threads that utilize different

\(^3\)An obvious exception to this is when the previous stack pointer address was near the jumped-to page; we consider such transitions to be from the same thread.
physical pages per stack\textsuperscript{4}.

**Interrupt Return Integrity**

When an interrupt occurs in the system, either from a system event (e.g., a hardware exception) or synchronous interaction between a user level application and the kernel (e.g., system call) the return address may not be a call-preceded instruction. Therefore, in SecRet we modify interrupt logic to store the program counter to the top of the SecRet buffer so that when the particular interrupted thread is resumed we maintain context-sensitive control flows back to interrupted programs: a similar policy is used by KCoFI to enforce control flow integrity within the kernel (Criswell et al., 2014a); however, in SecRet software never intervenes and maintains the microarchitectural property of enforcing context-sensitive returns. This solution has the added benefit of supporting nested interrupts.

**9.4.5 Exceptional Control-Flows**

Exceptional control-flows are particular scenarios where the return-to-sender policy may be violated but that are so common place that they must be supported. There are three primary control-flow types that we consider in this work: operating system signal delivery, user application `setjmp/longjmp` and `try/catch`.

**Operating System Signal Delivery**

In traditional operating systems (e.g., FreeBSD) a signal, i.e., an exceptional system condition, is delivered to the application by 1) adding a signal context onto the user stack, 2) invoking the application signal handler, 3) returning to the kernel’s invocation function, and 4) resuming the application by popping off the signal stack frame. SecRet records the return location of the user thread prior to pushing the signal handler context onto the stack, therefore upon return it targets the proper location. The specifics of this depend on the target architecture (Chapter 10). This transparently works in our OR1200 FPGA prototype, but on x86-64 architecture there is a potential problem in that the control-flow transfer to the signal handler in user level code will be different from the SecRet recorded interrupt return location. We propose handling this in future work.

**Software Exceptions**

As a program executes, particular locations may be marked as “to-be-returned” to under exceptional conditions. These are a form of return-to-sender, but also reflect critical behavior that requires special SecRet Stack synchronization.

\textsuperscript{4}We assume that each traditional stack will be unique to a single thread, thus forked stacks will reside on different sets of physical pages from their parents.
To handle these types of scenarios state-of-the-art hardware-assisted shadow stack approaches (Ozdoganoglu et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2002; Kayaalp et al., 2012) propose the long distance return policy. The long distance return policy specifies that returns can target any previous matching hardware-assisted shadow stack entry. Unfortunately, this has three primary limitations: 1) \texttt{longjmp} could target legitimate locations causing compatibility problems (a false-positive), 2) allows control-flow to target any return address on the dynamic stack as opposed to only the valid marked target locations, and 3) does not apply to \texttt{try/catch} SEH. The second point is the most egregious because if the runtime stack is deep enough it may open up return locations that would not be possible based upon static CFI policies, which is the motivation for a hardware-assisted shadow stack in the first place.

Alternatively, McGregor et al. (2003) proposed a different approach that uses instruction extensions to handle address \texttt{setjmp/longjmp} control-flows; however, this work does not consider the architectural design and implementation of synchronizing the hardware-assisted shadow stack on \texttt{setjmp/longjmp} events, does not evaluate the design to identify its validity on real workloads, does not consider the effort and changes required to compilers for supporting such policies, and finally does not consider \texttt{try/catch} SEH, which requires a different mechanism and recorded stack data to operate securely and correctly. Most importantly, this work assumes that the mere existence of new instructions that allow manual push/pop operations on the hardware-assisted shadow stack solves the problem; however, compile-time information must be encoded into the binary, and it also requires runtime protection of the data that controls the “state-to-return-to”. SecRet addresses the latter problem by adding special SecRet Stack frames to record synchronization points for the SEH control-flows, which is protected from corruption by the firmware.

\texttt{setjmp} records the current state of the stack and CPU registers in program memory. This state is passed along a set of function calls to be used by any corresponding \texttt{longjmp}. When targeted, \texttt{longjmp} restores the stack and CPU state back to the values as passed from \texttt{setjmp}. Note that \texttt{setjmp/longjmp} represents both a return-to-sender style program flow and a forward flow.

In the benign case the shadow stack will not synchronize with the application stack leading to shadow stack corruption:

\begin{verbatim}
Calls: A -> F (setjmp) -> B -> A -> D(longjmp) Stack:
    --> A, F, B, A
\end{verbatim}

The set of calls is listed in the top row, with corresponding stack return locations. Inside of \texttt{F} a \texttt{setjmp} is executed, which saves the state of the stack at \texttt{F}. Inside of \texttt{D} a \texttt{longjmp} restores the state from \texttt{F}. At that point there is no problem with consistency of the shadow stack because \texttt{longjmp}
does not do anything to the shadow stack, but when F returns to the first invocation of A, the long distance return policy will target the second frame of A on the shadow stack, which is incorrect.

Handling `setjmp/longjmp`

To correctly and securely handle `setjmp/longjmp`, SecRet introduces two new instructions. The `setjmp` instruction pushes a `setjmp`-stack frame onto the SecRet Stack comprised of: the `setjmp` frame type (integer 2 in Figure 9.1), the main stack pointer location denoting the current top of stack (current depth), and the valid target destination. `setjmp` is intended to be executed as the first instruction of the `setjmp` glibc routine so that all the necessary state is readily available to SecRet hardware (stack pointer holds the address of the stack depth and that value dereferenced is the valid return address).

To `longjmp` to a corresponding location, software manually sets the CPU state, just as the existing glibc `longjmp` implementation does, then executes the `longjmp` instruction, which pops entries off the SecRet Stack until it reaches the matching `setjmp` frame. This approach addresses the compatibility problem of long distance returns because all entries following the invocation to F will be popped off the SecRet Stack. It also addresses the security issue because, although an attacker could modify the destination frame of the preceding `setjmp` data, SecRet forces the jump to target an existing `setjmp` SecRet Stack entry. So in this way SecRet enforces integrity for `setjmp/longjmp` control-flows, a commonly exploited mechanism (Checkoway et al., 2010).

Another potential compatibility problem that could arise is the use of `longjmp`s that target stack frames that are no longer active (e.g., a non-local goto). This is an undefined behavior which permits the compiler to halt execution of the program, which is the solution in SecRet.

try/catch SEH

In contrast to `setjmp/longjmp`, `try/catch` have much more strict semantics with respect to valid control-flow: they always return to the closest matching `catch` block (Samuel, A). All exceptions occurring while execution is within the `try` block, including nested function calls, will “unwind” to the corresponding catch block. Exception control flow is well defined under this scenario because every call within the try block has two valid return locations: 1) the normal destination or 2) the landing pad location. The `landing pad` roughly corresponds to the catch block. Therefore, SecRet returns to the closest nested `landing pad` on `throw` operations, popping of all other stack frames along the way, or returns as a normal function return.

Unfortunately, `try/catch` has a more complex method for specifying the valid return locations, which requires information only available to the compiler in code generation phases (Samuel, A; LLVM). From SecRet’s perspective supporting the `try/catch` requires knowledge about whether or not a particular call instruction occurs within a `try` and where the landing pad is for the `catch`. This information is not readily present to the hardware for automatic recognition, so we add two new
instructions with associated compiler support: invoke and unwind. The invoke instruction takes one argument, the landing pad address, and replaces traditional call instructions residing in try. When invoke is executed SecRet pushes the invoke frame onto the SecRet Stack: invoke type (integer 2 in Figure 9.1), landing pad destination, and normal return address.

There are two cases for handling returns: 1) normal and 2) unwind. In the normal return instance SecRet pops the invoke frame and targets the normal return address. Alternatively, an unwind requires the stack to be popped until the landing pad destination is at the top of the stack and then transfers control there.
Chapter 10

SecRet Prototypes and Evaluation

To evaluate SecRet we implement three prototypes: OR1200 FPGA that boots Linux, x86-64 emulation in Pintool that shows that SecRet applies to user level x86 binaries, and bare metal ARM Cortex-M0+ simulator that shows that SecRet applies to even the simplest devices. Each prototype in isolation demonstrates specific aspects of our system (e.g., cycle accurate performance evaluations) and in whole demonstrates the architecture independence and software compatibility features of SecRet. Table 10.1 summarizes each prototype with respect to the design elements implemented. Note that the lack of MMU for the ARM prototype does not imply that it cannot achieve holistic protection against memory corruption and code injection attacks because it has a Memory Protection Unit (MPU): the MPU offers access control permissions and therefore can provide $W \oplus X$ properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>x86</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>ARM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU SecRet Stack</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call/RET update SecRet Stack</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over/Under flow exceptions</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thread creation detection</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context-switch detection</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⊗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over/Under flow firmware SecRet Stack</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SecRet Stack switch on context-switch</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⊗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrupt return integrity</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal handler dispatch</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⊗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C++ exceptions</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>⊗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setjmp/longjmp</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>⊗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.1: Summary of SecRet features implemented by prototype, organized as hardware support, firmware support, and compatibility. Key: ⬤ = yes; ⊗ = no; ⬤ = emulated. ⊗ = not applicable. The ARM platform does not have an MMU, therefore thread related events are not applicable. The x86 prototype is implemented using Pin, the OR (OR1200) prototype is implemented on an FPGA, and the ARM prototype is a cycle accurate instruction set simulator for ARM Cortex-M0+. 
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10.1 Mobile Prototype

There are two questions that our mobile/FPGA prototype answers: 1) does SecRet support whole-system protection (operating system and user-level programs) and 2) what is the cost of such protections in terms of hardware area. To answer these questions we implement SecRet inside the OR1200 (Lampret et al., 2014)—a processor in the class of mid-range mobile phones. The OR1200 is an open source, 32-bit RISC processor with a 5-stage pipeline, separate data and instruction caches, and MMU support for virtual memory. It is popular as a research prototype and has been used in industry as well. We implement this system on a Xilinx FPGA board and boot a recent version of Linux.

This is the most challenging test of SecRet due to the magnitude and variety of exceptions the Linux kernel uses and, most of all, the fact that there are multiple processes that SecRet needs to manage the SecRet Stacks for. Figure 10.1 shows the results of this experiment: that SecRet supports Linux with one compiler-provided modification to support two cases of setjmp/longjmp in files sorttexttable.c and recordmcount.c. Once the compiler instruments the code with our new setjmp/longjmp-handling instructions, SecRet silently manages all 20 stacks (with a mean maximum depth of 12) that Linux uses during the boot process.

To explore how SecRet Stack size impacts the boot time of Linux, we build six versions of the
mobile prototype, each with a different SecRet Stack size. Figure 10.2 shows how stack size not only impacts the hardware area overhead, but also Linux boot time—more stack entries results in exponential decay of run-time overhead. Figure 10.2 also shows the effects of two firmware configurations. As Section 10.3 explores, in detail, we represent each SecRet Stack configuration as a three-parameter tuple: (number of stack entries, number of entries loaded when empty, and number of entries unloaded when full). For each stack size, $N$, Figure 10.2 shows both the optimal firmware configuration (i.e., load and unload number) and the $(N, 1, 1)$ configuration that worked best in Section 10.3. A stack size of 16 return addresses leads to less than 4% hardware area overhead and almost 0% performance degradation—which makes sense since the mean max call depth is 12, so the only source of overhead is swapping process stacks.

10.2 x86-64 Prototype

The primary goal of the x86-64 implementation is to 1) investigate the functional correctness and compatibility of the SecRet SEH CFI design and 2) to greatly extend compatibility exploration of previous hardware-assisted shadow stack evaluations: to this end we evaluate SecRet with respect to over 300 unique benchmarks.
10.2.1 Implementation

We implement our x86 prototype using Pin dynamic instrumentation (Luk et al., 2005). For our evaluation we prototype and emulate the features listed in Table 10.1 with the primary purpose of enforcing complete dynamic return integrity. Therefore, we emulate SecRet Stacks by implementing per thread stack data structures in Pin, and handle thread creation by using Pin callback routines. We use Pin’s dynamic instruction modification capability to replace all CALL and RET instructions with routines that emulate these instructions, as well as setjmp/longjmp and invoke and unwind. The SecRet Stack concurrently pushes and pops all three return frame types: normal CALL and RETs, setjmp/longjmp, and try/catch SEH frames. One limitation of our implementation is that it does not instrument dynamically linked libraries due to an implementation issue with Pin, but this is not a design limitation. To emulate try/catch we add an LLVM compiler pass to emit an intrinsic, __secret_invoke, for each invoke LLVM intermediate representation instruction, and emulate SecRet hardware using Pin.

10.2.2 Compatibility Evaluation

In an effort to investigate x86 compatibility we evaluate SecRet using the LLVM infrastructure test-suite-3.4 (LLVM, 2014). The LLVM tests that we applied, TEST=simple, is comprised of 494 total tests including application, benchmark, and unit/regression tests: we refer the readers to the full list of tests to ascertain the full coverage. For example some of the benchmarks include: BitBench, FreeBench, MallocBench, MiBench, amongst several others. There are also 26 application tests including: Lua, ClamAV, aha, ALAC, lemon, and ldecode+lencode. This test suite is used to perform nightly build test for the LLVM source tree. Therefore, we believe it contains not only a large set of benchmarks and unit tests, but also is representative of the types of programs LLVM expects to work with, as such we believe this to establish a powerful baseline with which to assess SecRet compatibility. Additionally, although the test-suite includes the Lua interpreter we also evaluate Python with pybench (Marc-Andre Lemburg, 2015) to get another sample point.

Our pintool prototype of SecRet successfully passes 460 out of 461 tests that compile, a 99.8% success rate, as well as the Python benchmark. The lone failure is an application level benchmark, SQLite3, and investigation into the cause is ongoing. Thirty-three tests do not statically compile including one from the application suite, Burg, and the rest from benchmark suites including: all PolyBench tests (27/33 tests), Prolangs-C/cdcl/cdcl, Prolangs-C/unix-smal/unix-smal, 7zip/7zip-benchmark, MallocBench/espresso/espresso, and Misc-C++-EH/spirit. It is unclear what cause of the miscompilation are, however, these occur without our LLVM pass and do not indicate failure of the SecRet design.
Exception Handling Analysis  The LLVM test-suite has several tests for `setjmp/longjmp` and `try/catch` SEH. Our SecRet prototype successfully completes all of these tests, 13/13 try/catch style\(^1\). We also evaluated six specific `setjmp/longjmp` tests from the 3.5 llvm test-suite that were not in the 3.4 test-suite which includes looping using `setjmp/longjmp` and far jumps. Lastly, several of the application benchmarks, especially the interpreters Python and Lua, that use `setjmp/longjmp` control-flows.

Qualitative Assessment of JIT and Others  To ascertain the impact of SecRet on non-C/C++ applications we qualitatively investigated Java SEH and the Firefox SpiderMonkey JavaScript JIT. We found that Java’s SEH operates similarly to C++ SEH (Lindholm et al., 2014)—throws return to closest nested catch—and conclude it will be compatible with `invoke` and `unwind` code generation. Next we investigated a popular JIT, Firefox’s SpiderMonkey (MDN). SpiderMonkey calls a JIT function, `RunScript` for JITting each function; therefore, it returns from the JIT using `CALL` and `RET` instructions. We conclude that for JITs that operate in this way SecRet will be fully compatible. Despite the small sample size, we believe that JITs in general can accommodate the policies enforced by SecRet. Furthermore, we propose that a `setjmp/longjmp` type solution might work for JITs that manually modify the stack and perform tail-call returns to the JITted code.

10.2.3 Security Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the effectiveness of SecRet by attacking the x86-64 Pintool prototype with the RIPE benchmark suite (Wilander et al., 2011) and two real attacks: code injection via stack overflow and return-oriented program on the stack. The RIPE benchmark (Wilander et al., 2011) is a program that generates a set of vulnerable executables and launches attacks on itself. Although, this is a synthetic benchmark, the attacks will manifest exactly the same way as in the wild exploits and therefore evaluate the efficacy of SecRet. SecRet defends against all 250 attacks using the return address as either the entry point for control flow deviation or as pseudo instruction pointer in code reuse attacks.

Additionally, we deployed two attacks that targeted vulnerabilities in real systems by extracting ROP gadgets from libc. These attacks were obtained from Ben Lynn (Ben Lynn, 2014) and deployed on Linux Mint running a 64-bit 3.8.0-19-generic Linux kernel. The first attack is a traditional buffer overflow that overwrites the return address on the stack and points it at the injected code on the stack. The second attack is a ROP based attack that injects the ROP payload onto the stack while overwriting the return address, then on the first return launches the attack which leads to a shell. SecRet successfully defended against both attacks.

\(^1\)One of these tests launches an exception in the exception handling code, which is in glibc. Our Pintool did not instrument these libraries, so to verify correctness we hardcoded the instruction pointer of the particular nested call instruction to be dynamically rewritten to the SecRet `invoke` instruction and found the test to succeed.
10.3 IoT Prototype

This section covers the challenges and design decisions specific to the Internet-of-Things (IoT) prototype. IoT is defined by connected, low power, and low complexity computational devices. Owing to its class leading low power and extensive tool support, the ARM Cortex-M0+ is one of the most popular processors used in IoT devices. The Cortex-M0+ implements the ARMv6m (Thumb only) instruction set. It has a single issue, in-order, two-stage pipeline with single cycle access to RAM and Flash memories—no cache required. IoT devices tend to be single function devices, thus there is no memory management unit. The processor runs at 24 MHz.

The goal of the experiments on this platform is to show that SecRet scales to simple devices: small SecRet Stack buffers do not hinder the performance of the types of applications that run on processors that necessitate having a small buffer. The simplicity of the IoT platform also allows us to explore more deeply the impact of configuration on overhead and how the empty and full firmware handlers contribute to the overhead of SecRet for a range of applications. Table 10.1 shows the challenges that our IoT prototype addresses.

10.3.1 Details

To implement SecRet on the ARM Cortex-M0+, we hook the PUSH ..., LR, POP ..., PC , and bx LR instructions. We do not need to hook the STM and LDM instructions, since they can only interact with the low eight registers: not the LR or PC. We can ignore MOV LR and ADD LR since targeting the link register is not supported per the specification. Lastly, we ignore BLX reg, since the Cortex-M0+ is a thumb only processor.

10.3.2 Evaluation Setup

To evaluate the effectiveness of SecRet on an IoT platform, we create an cycle-accurate instruction set simulator for the ARM Cortex-M0+. Using a simulator allows us to easily explore how turning the various design knobs of SecRet (i.e., stack size, number of items loaded when empty, and number of items unloaded when full) impacts software run time overhead. Being cycle accurate means that our overheads are exactly as they would appear in hardware. The simulator does occlude the hardware overheads, which we address in our Mobile prototype in Section 10.1.

For benchmarks, we use MiBench (Guthaus et al., 2001). MiBench is a popular embedded systems benchmark that contains six categories of applications: automotive, consumer, network, office, security, and telecomm. Each category is defined by the similar characteristics (e.g., computation bound) of the applications in that category. Thus, we select one application from each category for our evaluation.
10.3.3 Software Overhead

Figure 10.3 shows the software run-time overhead associated with four different SecRet Stack sizes. For this experiment, we choose the optimal firmware configuration (we explore the impact of firmware configuration next). Note that since these devices are single function, it is reasonable to expect software designers to tune the firmware to minimize overhead. Five of the six benchmarks have maximum stack depths between four and eight return addresses deep; the $fft$ benchmark is the outlier with a maximum depth of 22 addresses. This is why a stack size of only four entries leads to essentially zero overhead. Reducing the stack size to two entries leads to only a 1% performance overhead. Also interesting is the $sha$ result. The $sha$ benchmark has a shallow stack, but has a high frequency of function calls. This leads to the high overhead for the single entry case, but to no overhead once the SecRet Stack supports two return addresses.
Figure 10.4: Software run-time overhead for different stack size, load size, and unload size for each benchmark. Zoomed-in to show how most configurations approach the optimal run-time overhead.

10.3.4 Configuration Impact on Overhead

Figure 10.4 shows the impact of tuning both the firmware parameters (number of address moved from the firmware stack to the hardware stack in an empty and number of addresses move from the hardware stack to the firmware stack in a full) and hardware parameters (SecRet Stack size). The vast majority of configurations+benchmark combinations result in less than 2% performance degradation. Only four configuration+benchmark combinations—out of 1224—result in greater than 20% performance degradation (not shown due to scaling). The outliers all come from the sha benchmark with stack sizes four and less. These results show a trend that when the load and unload size is set to the size of the stack—i.e., swap out/in the full stack on each over/under flow—is generally a pathologically bad performer and single entry load/unload is generally the best or near the best performer. In addition, outside of pathological cases, having the firmware load and unload different number of entries to and from the stack does not impact performance greatly.
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SecRet Discussion and Future Work

The goal of SecRet is to investigate the extent to which we can completely remove the software visible abstraction of indirect returns at the ISA level. In so doing we introduced new detectors for thread creation and switching events; exposed several implementation artifacts through our FPGA prototype; and specifically revealed issues in full system deployment: portability, performance, and compatibility. In this chapter we detail key lessons that we learned that were previously unexplored and highlight the key limitations and roadblocks to completely deploying an approach like SecRet.

try/catch SEH Requires Compiler Modification We found that although setjmp/longjmp SEH can be modified to abide by kernel-return integrity, standard try/catch SEH cannot because it depends upon information (i.e., normal and throw based return locations) that is only available to deep machine code generation passes of LLVM. Because of this, the methods proposed by previous secure return address stack research (McGregor et al., 2003) are insufficient to address compatibility of try/catch.

Make the Common Case the Common Case There are several control-flow patterns that adhere to the return-to-sender policy; SecRet demonstrated several in the specification and enforcement of kernel-return integrity. We also demonstrated how these common case return-to-sender control-flows can be the fail-safe default configuration, while allowing non-conformant exceptions to the common case through an SEH ISA interface and compiler modifications. The benefit is the complete elimination of all return address overwriting hijacks as well as ROP payload attacks. Given the rise of ROP and the inability of all software based approaches to fully mitigate its threat, we believe that SecRet and similar hardware based mitigations are not only viable but their necessity is justified.

Supporting Dynamic Memory Isolation Despite the full isolation of SecRet stacks, SecRet does not dynamically allocate or free memory on thread creation and exit events (Prakash et al., 2013). we propose dynamic memory allocation could be supported by the Nested Kernel (Dautenhahn et al., 2015), or even Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX) for memory isolation. SGX
provides a particularly interesting direction in that it behaves similar to our firmware isolation and integrates with x86-64. Regardless of mechanism employed, dynamic memory requirements for secure return address stacks is a necessary challenge to conquer for SecRet to be realized in practice.

**Composition of SecRet with Forward-Flow and Code Integrity** For complete CFI protection, we advocate for a defense that employs SecRet return address protections in combination with existing, forward control flow, defenses (Abadi et al., 2009; Kuznetsov et al., 2014). We believe that both forward control-flows and return control-flows are essential and complementary, in addition to the necessary protections for system level return paths. As we proposed in Section 9.2.1 we believe that SecRET can be integrated with forward control-flow protections such as KCoFI, and see this as a key future work including integrating the Nested Kernel protections for off-chip stack protections.

**Supporting Legacy: PIC/PIE** Some mechanisms legitimately use return addresses to compute various system information, e.g., position-independent code (PIC) utilizes return addresses to determine the location of static variables. SecRet does not modify the traditional stack operations: **CALL** and **RET** instructions still push and pop return addresses to the stack. Therefore, we believe SecRet will not hinder compatibility with any such mechanisms.
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Future Work and Conclusions

This dissertation presented the need for commodity monolithic operating system hardening and compartmentalization and proposed that a fundamental impediment to intra-kernel privilege separation is a lack of efficient separation mechanisms and abstractions. We presented the Nested Kernel Architecture, which isolates a system’s MMU while nesting the MMU component in commodity monolithic operating systems. The Nested Kernel employs simple existing commodity features (MMU write-protection configurations with kernel deprivelieg and kernel code integrity) to isolate the MMU, thereby establishing a memory management protection domain.

The Nested Kernel Architecture demonstrates that real, efficient privilege separation can be retrofitted in-situ in a monolithic operating system. We demonstrated that the two Nested Kernel Architecture components, the nested kernel and the outer kernel, can co-exist in the highest hardware protection level in a common address space without compromising the isolation guarantees of the system. This particular technique virtualizes supervisor privilege, which can be used to further isolate other aspects of CPU, memory, and device state. Overall, we presented a new kernel organization that can provide the bedrock for further investigation in privilege separation of commodity monolithic operating system design.

The nested kernel is also representative of a more minimal layer of separation than even microkernel design. This dissertation demonstrated that separation is possible using only the MMU and binary code properties, in contrast to microkernel design that typically includes memory virtualization, scheduling, and inter-process communication. Additionally, we demonstrated that this separation can be inserted with only minimal impact on performance overheads.

This dissertation also demonstrated that the Nested Kernel can efficiently support useful intra-kernel security protections with write-mediation policies, such as write-once and append-only, which OS developers can use to incorporate new security policies with very low performance overheads. By utilizing the write-protection and write-logging services this dissertation specifically demonstrated powerful security protections: kernel code integrity, system call table integrity, shadow process list integrity and recording, and guaranteed invocation and isolation of security monitor events. More broadly, we expect that the Nested Kernel Architecture can improve operating system security by enabling developers to incorporate richer security principles like complete mediation, least privilege,
and least common mechanism, for selected OS functionality. A key direction of future work is to extend the Nested Kernel to support the transparent separation of spatial and thread protection domains.

Lastly, this proposal suggests that the Nested Kernel design is feasible to implement in a commodity operating system on commodity hardware and demonstrates that it drastically reduces the TCB for updating the MMU: a reduction of $2^{32}$ times the size of stock FreeBSD in our x86-64 Nested Kernel prototype PerspicuOS.

This dissertation also observed that certain protection properties such as return integrity are extremely challenging to enforce on commodity operating system code because of the authority of the operating system as well as the need for strong isolation with frequent updates to security critical state. Therefore, we also investigated the necessary elements to completely remove all software modifiability of return control-flows in a microarchitectural kernel return integrity mechanism called SecRet. Our evaluation shows that a wide range of applications, including Linux, are naturally amenable to a full-system, context-sensitive return integrity policy implemented via an in-hardware secure return address stack. The evaluation also demonstrates that secure return address stacks apply to a range of architectures, from simple to complex, and have little performance impact on software.

We believe that this evidence not only validates full-system context-sensitive return integrity but also highlights the practicality and deployability of a hardware-implemented secure return address stack. At a high level, the results make it clear that it is necessary—from a security and performance perspective—to attack the malicious control-flow problem in a divide-and-conquer manner; where in-hardware, full-system secure return address stacks guard the return paths and software CFI techniques guard the forward control flows.

At first glance the two approaches, Nested Kernel and SecRet, may appear to have somewhat contrasting goals: 1) the addition of a thin MMU virtualization layer to abstract privilege separation in the kernel and on the other hand 2) the removal of an abstraction, i.e., the notion of an indirect return, to eliminate all ROP and return-integrity based attacks. However, both identify fundamental memory and hardware state that is powerful to enforcing mitigation and resiliency, and despite using diverse techniques, both provide a layer of separation between the operating system and this state. Our work on SecRet found that one primary challenge of a practical deployment of a secure return address stack approach is to address the need for dynamic memory management. Therefore, a key future direction is to compose SecRet with the Nested Kernel to overcome this limitation, while also extending the security properties to support forward control-flow integrity. The end result would be a complete defense in depth of operating system control-flow integrity exploits.

Overall, we believe that powerful security properties and fundamental design enhancements can be retrofitted into monolithic operating systems with feasible effort and minimal performance degradation. We believe that SecRet demonstrates that removing certain abstractions, like indirect
returns, greatly enhances the security of the system while maintaining commodity operating system compatibility. Finally, we believe that the Nested Kernel Architecture represents the first step of a micro-evolution of commodity monolithic operating system design towards a new class of operating system organization that serves as the foundation with which to decompose and isolate intra-kernel components.
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